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Abstract

One of the most important features of a (computer) game that makes it mem-
orable is an ability to bring a sense of engagement. This can be achieved
in numerous ways, but the most major part is a challenge, often provided by
in-game enemies and their ability to adapt towards the human player. How-
ever, adaptability is not very common in games. Throughout this thesis work,
aspects of the game control systems that can be improved in order to be adapt-
able were studied. Based on the results gained from the study of the literature
related to artificial intelligence in games, a classification of games was de-
veloped for grouping the games by the complexity of the control systems and
their ability to adapt different aspects of enemies behavior including individual
and group behavior. It appeared that only 33% of the games can not be con-
sidered adaptable. This classification was then used to analyze the popularity
of games regarding their challenge complexity. Analysis revealed that simple,
familiar behavior is more welcomed by players. However, highly adaptable
games have got competitively high scores and excellent reviews from game
critics and reviewers, proving that adaptability in games deserves further re-
search.

Keywords: artificial intelligence in games, adaptability in games, non-player
character adaptation, challenge
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Glossary

Adaptability (in video games) is the ability of the game AI controls to adapt ac-
cording to the player’s actions and/or changing game context.

AAA games is an informal classification used for video games produced and
distributed by a mid-sized or major publisher, typically having higher development
and marketing budgets. [wikipedia]

Non-player character (abbreviated NPC) is any character in the game not
controlled by the player(s).

Antagonist/opponent (in game) is a non-player character (NPC) who is hostile
to player.

Game AI control is an intelligent system used in games to control the behavior
of NPCs, in particular, main antagonist.

Independent video game/indie game is a video game that is often created with-
out the financial support of a publisher, although some games funded by a publisher
are still considered "indie".

Non-scripted behavior is a behavior of the NPC that can alter through the
game-process. Usually implemented using AI technologies.

Scripted behavior is a behavior of the NPC that is strictly defined by in-game
scripts and does not change according to player’s actions.
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1 Introduction

Every game has its set of rules and restrictions, that guide and limit a player’s be-
havior, so the player cannot achieve the game goal directly. The player is meant
to find ways to solve the given problem, which means to take some risk: take this
turn rather than the next, preferably hide in this place, or choose a certain dialogue
option.

These restrictions and rules create conflict between player and game system.
Any conflict within the game gives experience to players, but experience alone is
not enough to make a game memorable, which is usually one of the main goals
of the game creators. What makes game memorable is an emotional connection
between a player and a game itself. This is called a sense of engagement [1].

Emotional experience is very unique to any person. What can be a memorable
experience for one person will not necessarily be an experience for someone else.
Therefore, the job of a game designer is to create a game that will bring unique
experiences to each individual player.

Tracy Fullerton in her book “Game Design Workshop: A Playcentric Approach
to Creating Innovative Games” [1] picks out a list of basic elements that work on
player’s engagement: Challenge, Play, Puzzle, Premise, Character, and Story. In
this study, the focus is set to the challenge aspect of the game, which can be achieved
by enhancing behavior of non-player characters.

1.1 Background

Conflict challenges a player, makes him feel tense, while the player tries to solve a
problem. Since the challenge brings experience to a player it is also very personal-
ized. Basically, it is “a task that is satisfying to complete, that require just the right
amount of work to create a sense of accomplishment and enjoyment” [1], which is
described in the theory of experience flow by Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi (see Figure
1.1). Level of challenge and player’s skill should balance between frustration and
boredom to keep the player interested in the game [1, 2].

Figure 1.1: Flow theory by Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi. Figure originally from ht
tp://thisemotionallife.org/blogs/flow.

Tasks have a lot of variations depending on the context, design, mechanics and
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other elements of the game. They can include time challenge (finish the task in a
given amount of time), “clear the level” challenge (get rid of enemies or specified
objects on the game level), solving a puzzle or a riddle, kill a certain amount of
enemies, defeat the main antagonist and others.

In the most of single-player games, especially stealth, shooters, action and hor-
ror/survival games, the main challenge is associated with the game antagonists.
They include soldiers, guards, bandits, monsters and creatures, whose job is to
threaten, scare, hunt, and/or kill a player.

Keeping balance between frustration and boredom is a difficult task when de-
signing in-game antagonist. Usually, difficulty setting of the opponents affects only
strength and health and very rarely it influences tactics [3]. But mostly, the thing
that makes antagonist hard to defeat is its behavior. According to research in game
design and game balance, if game antagonist is too strong and hard to defeat, play-
ers will likely quit the game as it turns out to be impossible to finish. In the opposite
situation, when opponent is too weak, players in most cases lose interest in the game
[4]. So antagonist behavior and its adaptation to changing circumstances is a task
that requires due attention.

1.2 Motivations

Number of game developers claim that NPC (non-player character including friendly
characters and antagonist) AI problem is almost solved for most production tasks,
e.g. searching the path, looking for places to hide, an immediate reaction to player’s
actions, difficulty adjustment to player’s skill level etc [5].

Most common problems i.e. pathfinding (especially important for stealth games)
and steering as parts of NPC behavior are usually solved by tried and tested algo-
rithms and AI technologies like A* algorithm (used for pathfinding) [6].

More complex antagonist behavior – state change – is usually solved by less
effective and flexible algorithms. One of the most basic and often used AI tech-
nologies for this task are Finite-State Machines and Decision Trees. Finite-State
Machines are usually implemented by scripts and simple if-then statements, so they
suggest only basic behavior control. FSMs, as they are defined formally, are com-
putationally limited and badly scaled, so they are not able to solve large problems
and synchronize multiple modular behavior together, what makes them unable to
provide complex challenge experience to player [7].

Another innovation – belief-desire-intention model (abbreviated BDI) [8] – was
first used in Black & White1. But it did not bring desirable experience to players
as it was not used properly. The idea itself was novel and quite promising as this
kind of innovation had not been used in video games before, but it had poor design
and integration, so players experienced inconvenience and problems teaching their
monsters as treat/punishment system did not work as expected.

Concerning accordance of NPCs actions to the environment, it is often estab-
lished with cheats and tricks rather than real artificial intelligence. For example,
Half-Life game designers created an illusion of NPCs collaborative work, so they
seemed to be intelligent, while, in reality, they were not.

As it can be seen, in practice, game AI even in most complex games is not
bringing desirable results or implemented with tricks to cover lack of sophistication,
so sometimes it is called artificial stupidity, rather than intelligence [9, 10].

1Lionhead Studios, 2001. https://www.mobygames.com/game/black-white
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Though game AI received quite a lot of development since the beginning of
video game age, still it makes only small steps towards adaptivity to player’s actions,
e.g. learning from player’s actions, behavior and tactics in order to fit player’s
level, skills and preferences. There are adapting AI techniques that rarely used by
big companies in AAA-games and yet very promising. Many researchers take an
interest in adaptive game AI.

Research is being done on so-called opponent modelling and case-based adap-
tive games [9, 11]. For example, in the game GHOSTS2, AI was able to learn oppo-
nent’s (human player) playing style and adapt to it (i.e. attack the opponent’s piece
etc.) inferring unknown information about the game state [11]. Besides, opponent
modelling was successfully implemented in real-time strategy games (RTS) [12]. In
addition, there are AI techniques that can predict sequences of player actions, e.g.
predicting of player position in first-person shooters [13].

Current gameplay adaptation, e.g. adapting to the game circumstances while
the game is in progress, has been successfully implemented in some simple video
games [14], but yet all of these innovative techniques are rarely used in single-
player AAA-games. There are only a few commercially successful games with
adaptive AI. Among them, there are such promising games like ECHO3 and Hello
Neighbor4.

Creators of ECHO developed a game NPC adaptive controllers, that can alter
tactics of the enemies, so they behave in a way a player behaves, copying his or her
playing style [15]. In Hello Neighbor, the main antagonist - the in-game neighbour
of the player - can remember player’s actions and ways he or she used in previous
rounds, and set traps on visited places, forcing the player to look for other ways to
deal with the antagonist [16].

The general problem of single-player games is that when player plays the game,
at some point he will meet in-game antagonist (in horror/survival games, there are
the most explicit single antagonist or just a few of them; other considered genres
can have numerous antagonists, i.e. soldiers, guards, monsters).

Generally, there are three possible outcomes:

• player defeats the antagonists or, at least, fights them back;

• player loses (dies in most cases);

• player runs away avoiding the direct battle (common in stealth and survival
horror games).

After meeting the antagonist, the player becomes familiar with the NPC’s behav-
ior. Once s/he finds out the weak point of this NPC opponent, the game progression
becomes much easier, as nothing can stop the player from exploiting this weakness
[9, 17]. Therefore, it is possible for the player to lose interest, if the antagonist does
not modify its behavior and change it through the game (but still in the way to make
the game progression and victory possible). It has to be well-balanced to remain in
between frustration and boredom (see Figure 1.1 in Section 1.1). [1, 2]

2GHOSTS is a board game designed by Alex Randolph for two players, released in 1982 by
Milton Bradley.

3ULTRA ULTRA, 2017. http://www.echo-game.com
4Dynamic Pixels, 2017. https://www.helloneighborgame.com
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People from academia and game industry predicted increasing of the importance
of AI in game development years ago [18, 19] as a way to increase the game play-
ing challenge and, as a result, popularity and financial earnings [18, 20]. A lot of
academic research has been made in the field of adaptive game AI. But still, due to
state-of-art observation of adaptive game AI, adaptive behavior is quite rare case in
video games development as (1) AI learning process requires numeral trials to adapt
its behavior to the circumstances [17, 21], and (2) applying adaptive techniques may
result in unpredictable and uncontrollable behavior [17].

This brief research reaffirmed us that there are still game AI problems that need
to be resolved to increase player’s interest in single-player games, e.g. more ad-
vanced adapting to the player and player’s actions (players gain more memorable
experience from the game, if the game and in-game antagonist are consistent with
their play style [22]), adapting to environment (game context), increasing NPC be-
havior believability [23, 5], and improving AI integration.

Improving AI integration and adapting also means personalizing player’s ex-
perience to increase emotional connection between player and game. Knowledge
about the player’s preferences, that can be gained from player’s in-game behavior,
can help in providing a stronger emotional impact and more meaningful experience
[23].

However, as we could see, the field of game artificial intelligence in academic
research is still rather new and unexplored. There are numerous researches in tech-
niques and experimental methodologies that are used or can be used in video games,
however, adaptive AI in general is a rare target of these researches.

Yildrim and Stene in their work [24] tried to define if there is a need of AI tech-
nologies in games of different genres and if the in-game NPCs are intelligent. The
features intrinsic to intelligent game agents defined by the authors were further used
as a basis for basic AI classification in this master thesis. The result of the classifi-
cation corresponds to expected behavior of the NPC within specified genres (Role
Playing Games, First Person Shooters/Shooters, Real Time Strategies) described by
the authors.

Rabin in "AI Programming Wisdom" [25] and Millington in "Artificial Intelli-
gence for Games, Second Edition" [26] addressed learning AI in games in general,
describing approaches and theory of adaptive AI that are used or can be possibly
used in video games. Their classification of learning approaches was used in this
work for classification of adaptive AI in games.

Numerous researches address adaptability towards human player including player
modeling [27, 22, 28, 29] and adaptive components [27], however, they do not apply
their research to the trends in modern video games and mostly reference experimen-
tal games and game modes developed by researchers.

As we could see from the brief literature review, the topic chosen for this work
is unique in the scope of master thesis, but individual parts of the given work are re-
lated and referred to the research done by scientists in the field of game development
and artificial intelligence in video games.

1.3 Problem Statement

Due to state-of-art observation, only a few video games suggest player a unique
experience through adaptive AI, most of them are indie games like ECHO or Hello
Neighbor mentioned in Section 1.2.
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So here a question arises if adaptive game AI can make the game more popular
and successful and if it is reasonable for game companies to apply complex AI in
AAA-games. We expect to find a relation between challenging adaptability of AI
in games and success of such games among players and critics.

Based on examination of the recent and current state-of-art application of AI
technologies in computer games, we propose to investigate ways to classify and
compare games in terms of adaptability of the (hostile) NPC AI towards the human
player. We assume that classification and comparison will be done according to
a value along the spectrum or set of features representing a level of adaptation.
Such a classification could then make it possible to investigate positive or negative
correlations of adaptability to popularity or commercial success. The classification
also could point out the different aspects of game AI adaptation, possible levels
of adaptation and remarkable approaches and implementations in popular video
games.

The two research questions and two hypotheses defined for this thesis work are
formulated below.

RQ1 How can AI technology be used in computer games in the context of the
adaptability of the NPC behavior towards the player?

RQ2 What features can be used to classify and compare games depending on the
amount of adaptability of the NPC behavior towards the player?

H1 Games with higher adaptability of the NPC behavior towards the players are
more well liked in terms of popular opinion, compared to games with lower
adaptability.

H2 Games with higher adaptability of the NPC behavior towards the player’s are
more commercially successful, compared to games with lower adaptability.

1.4 This Thesis Report

In order to answer the research questions stated in the previous section, we carried
out a thorough research in the academic fields of game design and game AI, and
game development industry.

Deep literature review in the field of computer game AI was performed, with a
focus on adaptability of NPC behavior towards the player, to answer . Based on the
results of this review, a vast classification of game AI was developed addressing the
complexity and adaptability of game NPC control systems ().

On the next step, a list of games was collected for analysis purpose. We chose
the most prominent representatives in all the genres, claimed by critics and review-
ers, or the ones that appeared to have interesting implementations due to available
data, our findings. The game set also includes popular games in terms of sales and
scores. These games were further classified using the classes we have defined in the
previous stage.

Obtained classification also was used to analyze the correlation between scores
and sales for different levels of complexity and adaptability in video games. During
this stage, addressing and we defined if there is correspondence between complexity
and popularity of video games.

As game development companies usually do not share the details of their im-
plementation, availability of information comes as a limitation of this work. While
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analyzing and classifying games, we can mostly rely only on third-party data, e.g.,
player’s reviews, comments, blog posts, videos and, also, our knowledge and un-
derstanding of video games.

1.5 Contribution

The contribution of this work is developed set of features, that will allow to compare
and classify games in terms of the adaptability of the (hostile) NPC AI towards
the human player. Using a number of games classified using those features, the
correlation between adaptability and popularity of video games will be examined.

There were several attempts to classify games regarding their complexity or
ability to act as an intelligent agent (see subsection 1.2). Different classifications
appeared in several research works, but most of them were theoretical, and only a
few were applied to actual games (for example, [24]). In this master thesis we tried
to incorporate different parts of researches in the field of game development under
a comprehensive classification that touches different aspects of the game AI, and
then apply this classification to existing trends in the game development industry.

1.6 Target Groups

The results obtained during the target research of this paper might be useful in the
game development field and can be used by game developers and game designers.

The job of game designer is overall look and feel of the game, he defines the
core elements of the game and how the game should be played. His job is to de-
sign a game environment that can provide the sense of engagement to the players
and satisfying challenges. So he is the one responsible for providing personalized
experience and to decide how it would be delivered through the game.

Game developers, as the actual builders of the system, are responsible for de-
signing and implementing the system, that can maintain mechanics developed by
the game designer.

1.7 Report Structure

This master thesis report consists of four chapters. Introduction chapter is followed
by a broad background (Chapter 2). It describes the basic game development terms,
techniques widely used in video game industry, and also contains vast literature re-
view of adaptability in video games and adaptable game AI, adaptable components
of the game, and examples of advanced AI techniques that can be used in video
game industry.

Chapter 3 is dedicated to methods used for this master thesis project. It describes
the general scientific approach and detailed steps performed in this work. It also
contains results obtained from the literature review in a form of classification of
video games based on their AI complexity and adaptability.

In Chapter 4 the obtained classification was used to classify a set of selected
games. This classification was further used for analysis of popularity of video
games, which can be found in the same chapter.

Finally, Chapter 6 contains highlights of our results obtained during the game
analysis stage, and also conclusions, followed by suggestions for future work.
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2 Background

This chapter will describe general usage of Artificial Intelligence (abbreviated AI)
techniques in video games and their evolution through the history of game develop-
ment. The chapter will also cover basic information about game terms and aspects
specific to the industry.

2.1 AI in Computer Games

How is AI used in games? AI has found a use in different aspects of video game
creation. AI techniques can be applied in a variety of ways in both the development
process and game design. Since the early video games AI era the term game AI
mainly refers to the behavior of NPC, varying from trivial path-finding to decision-
making [23], but AI techniques have also been used in:

• Narrative part of the game design: The Ice-Bound Concordance5 game used
AI controlled combinatorial narrative system to build up a story from prewrit-
ten text fragments through the player and AI interactions. Narrative-aimed AI
has also been used in the popular interactive conversation game Façade6 and
a platform for interactive stories Versu7;

• Game testing process: AI was used as a tool for playtesting and game balance
improvement of the tower defense (and offense) game City Conquest8. The AI
represented a virtual team which could identify dominant strategies and minor
elements that needed tuning during the game process. Also, AI system was
used for walkability testing in The Witness9 to prevent players from getting
caught on edges or stuck in the walls.

• Procedural content generation (abbreviated PCG): AI has been used for
procedural generation of maps or items. The most successful examples of
using AI for PCG are Minecraft10 and Love11. In addition, the experience-
driven procedural content generation (EDPCG) framework was developed
as a result of the research in PCG and was used for generating personalized
Super Mario Bros 12 levels [23, 30].

• Creating a whole game: Michael Cook has created AI called ANGELINA
("A Novel Game-Evolving Labrat I’ve Named ANGELINA"), that can intel-
ligently perform the whole game design process and create variety of games
from arcades to platformers; and it continues to go further into other game
genres.[31]

However, with the exceptions described above, AI techniques are mostly used for
controlling NPC behavior.

5Down to the Wire, 2014. http://www.ice-bound.com
6Procedural Arts, 2005. http://www.interactivestory.net
7Versu, 2012. https://versu.com
8Intelligence Engine Design Systems, 2011. http://www.intelligenceenginestud

ios.com/cityconquest.htm
9Thekla, Inc., 2016. http://the-witness.net

10Mojang, 2011. https://minecraft.net
11Eskil Steenberg, 2010. http://www.quelsolaar.com/love
12Nintendo Creative Department, 1985.
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2.2 Non-Player Characters and their behavior

NPC in games is a character that is not controlled by a human player. Instead, it is
usually controlled by a computer via predetermined or responsive behavior. NPCs
can be conditionally divided into three groups with respect to their behavior towards
players: (1) hostile, (2) friendly, (3) neutral.

Usually, the term NPC refers only to the characters that are not hostile towards
the human player, i.e. friendly or neutral characters, which can help and lead the
player during the game or do not have any impact on the player’s character and are
created to fill the game environment.

This master thesis is mainly focused on hostile NPCs such as different kinds of
enemies (soldiers, guards, bandits, monsters and creatures, whose job is to threaten,
scare, hunt, and/or kill human player) and “mobs” (in most modern games this term
refers primarily to NPCs that are meant to be killed by the human player [32]), but
friendly and neutral NPCs will be referred to as well.

NPC behavior in computer games is, in most cases, strictly scripted and au-
tomatic (the terms deterministic, hard-coded, hand-coded, and prescribed are also
used to describe such a behavior [33]), and it can be triggered by certain actions or
dialogue with a non-player character. This indicates that almost all the ways and
responses of NPC are prescribed on one level or another and cannot be changed
during the game or out of the game process without rewriting the actual code.

However, since the late 1980s artificial intelligence for controlling NPC is being
integrated into a game design to make behaviors more flexible and variable.

2.2.1 AI-driven NPC behavior

Artificial intelligence is used to control NPC behavior on different levels, from sim-
ple motion control tasks like pathfinding to decision making. Worth noticing, that
term "game AI" is very different from academic definition of artificial intelligence
and often applied to NPC control system in general.

Generally, AI control application can be divided into three levels of controlling
NPC behavior [26]:

• Movement control: the very low level of NPC control, defines the algorithms
that turn NPC decisions made by NPC AI into motion. This may include
simple tasks like triggering an appropriate animation based on a decision,
or some more complex algorithms like pathfinding, and navigation through
obstacles.

• Decision making: AI is applied to perform complex decision making, choos-
ing an appropriate reaction to player’s actions, typically from a database of
possible actions. The AI of this level decides what action should be performed
next.

• Strategy: a higher level of decision making applied to a set of NPCs working
in a group. Every individual character within the group might have its own
decisions on a lower level, but the decision-making process is influenced by
a group strategy.

Movement control itself has mostly a technical level focus, e.g. triggering an
animation set or specific prescribed action (e.g. if an enemy in Super Mario Sun-
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shine13 appears to be close to a player, he will attack). But movement control is
tightly coupled with the decision-making process as its task is to carry out behav-
ioral decisions of the upper system.

The most simple and common usage of AI in video games is pathfinding at
the edge of movement control and decision-making levels. Fixed routes are simple
to implement, but they are really easy to be disrupted (e.g. by placing an object
on the way of the NPC). Such a technique does not provide any adaption to an
environment, and hence, sets a lot of restriction to game design and game process.

Therefore, pathfinding (including finding a path for cover) is one of the most
important components in the game. A game system must be able to find the most
efficient way for NPC from an origin to a destination point, avoiding obstacles and
providing realistic movement.

The problem of pathfinding is usually solved by tried and tested algorithms and
AI technologies like A* algorithm [6]. This algorithm has been applied in a wide
range of games. However, some AI programmers have found that using A* algo-
rithm can result in inadequate and unrealistic movement [34]. For example, in Age
of Empires14 units can get stuck in the environment elements like trees, because of
non-effective and not proper usage of A* algorithm.

The next level of NPC control is decision making. There many ways to deal
with decision making in computer games. The character has some set of information
from the outer world of a game and it uses this information to pick up a solution and
further actions. Most games use simple AI techniques to carry out NPC decisions.
Typically these techniques are Finite State Machines and Decision Trees.

Decision Trees have an advantage of being modular and easy implementation
[26]. They can be used in variety of ways on every level of NPC control from ani-
mation to strategy and tactics. Decision Trees generate a corresponding action from
a set of possible actions based on the initial decision. Even though it is considered
to be quite simple, the Decision Tree basic algorithm can be extended in order to
carry out complex behavior. But this AI technique is rather old and is rarely used in
modern computer games.

Finite State Machines (FSM) [35] are designed specifically for changing a state
of NPC, when it is influenced by outer environment or when some event is happen-
ing, and are used in a variety of video games for decision-making systems.

Such kind of systems contains states of NPC as nodes with associated actions
and behavior and transitions with a set of conditions that can lead an NPC from one
state to another (see Figure 2.2). Finite-State Machines are usually implemented by
scripts and simple if-then statements, so they suggest only basic behavior control.
FSMs are computationally limited and badly scaled, so they are not able to solve
large problems and run multiple behaviors at the same time [7].

A* algorithm, Decision Trees and Finite State Machines are the top AI tech-
niques mostly used in video game development for decision making, but, as was
stated before, they are quite old and begin to lose their popularity because of the
bad scaling, limited abilities and inability to carry out complex behaviors.

Other techniques, like Planning and Behavior Trees, for managing behavior
complexity gained popularity since such popular games like F.E.A.R.15 and Halo

13Nintendo Entertainment Analysis and Development, 2002
14Ensemble Studios, 1997. https://www.ageofempires.com
15Monolith Productions, 2005. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/F.E.A.R.
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Figure 2.2: FSM algorithm usage in video games. Figure originally from [35].

216.
Unlike Decision Trees and Finite State Machines, Planning does not tell NPC

how exactly it should behave in this and that situation. Planning AI system sets
goals and set of actions, that can be performed in order to achieve a particular goal.
So technically, Planning is “a formalized process of searching for sequence of action
to satisfy the goal”[36].

The advantage of such a system is its ability to decouple goals and actions,
so that different NPCs can decide about their tactics and differ from each other.
Another benefit is layering approach nature, which allows composing a complex
behavior of simple low-level behaviors.

Variations of these techniques can be synthesized into the AI technique called
Behavior trees [37], which was firstly used by the creators of Halo 2 game. Behav-
ior Trees are a combination of Hierarchical State Machines, Scheduling, Planning
and Action execution. Unlike in Hierarchical State Machines, the main block of the
Behavior Tree is not a state of the game, but a task. Tasks can vary from picking a
number from current game state or executing particular animation (see Figure 2.3).
The main advantage of Behavior Trees is their hierarchical structure, i.e. tasks are
composed into sub-trees, which represent complex actions, and then these actions
can be composed into high-level behavior, so there is no need to worry about details
of sub-task implementation. [37, 38]

Techniques described above also can be applied for the strategical level of NPC
behavior control as it was done, for example, in Half Life17, where FSM was also
used for controlling the overall approach for an NPC group. In the game, an NPC
team is able to cooperate in order to surround the player.

In spite of the obsolescence of mentioned techniques, there are some stunning
examples of their usage. The game F.E.A.R. became a benchmark for first-person
shooters with its AI-driven combat NPCs. They used well-known techniques de-

16Bungie Software, 2004. https://www.halowaypoint.com
17Valve, 1998. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Half-Life_(video_game)
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Figure 2.3: Behavior Trees usage in video games. Figure originally from [37]

scribed above such as Finite State Machines and Planning to control character be-
havior and A* algorithm both for pathfinding and planning of the actions sequence.
Their behavior control system consists only of three states, but even though the AI
can take cover, blind fire, jump through windows, communicate between each other
and a lot of other actions [36, 39, 40].

F.E.A.R. and Half Life AI control systems are good representatives of how AI
technologies like Finite State Machines and Decision Trees can be used if they are
perfectly compatible at the game design level and able to solve the challenges faced
by game designers.

One more remarkable thing about F.E.A.R. AI demonstrates an ability to re-
spond to the environment and inner state of an NPC changes. For example, if the
human player is about to take them over, the squad will try to find a safe way to
retreat or apply blind fire to change the cover [36]. This is what is called adaptive
artificial intelligence in game. But sometimes, although the behavior of the NPC
might seem intelligent, no actual AI technique has been used.

2.2.2 Artificial Stupidity

Accordance of NPCs actions to an environment is often established with “cheats
and tricks”, as it was done in Half-Life: the game designers provided the NPCs with
dialogues and connected actions (for example, a character could scream “Grenade
out” when throwing a grenade) that were not shared with the other team NPCs,
creating an illusion of NPCs collaboration [41, 10].

This kind of practical and simple workarounds can be seen in many games.
NPCs give players clues to their further actions by their behavior. For example,
they can move before actually attacking, letting the player acknowledge the enemy
presence and give him time to adapt, or they can intentionally miss the first shot,
warn the player by some audible or visual messages. If the player is meant to
be attacked by a group of strong enemies, only a few of them will initially make
damage not to overwhelm the player.

All of these tricks are used to cover lack of AI sophistication in the game, so
sometimes they are called artificial “stupidity”, rather than “intelligence”. More
information about this can be read in [10].
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2.3 Adaptability in Computer Games

This section describes ways of achieving adaptability in computer games and as-
pects of game control systems that can work on adaptation improvement, e.g., in-
game sources of adaptability, levels of adaptation and adaptable components.

The majority of the game intelligent systems for decision making, strategical
and tactical planning, seem to act like strictly scripted behavior [42, 40]. Decision
Trees, Behavior Trees, Finite State Machines control decision-making process by
choosing the appropriate reaction and sequence of actions from the base of possible
actions, where each specific behavior is triggered by other certain action or dialogue
variant.

The techniques described in Section 2.1 demonstrate satisfying results in speci-
fying predetermined sequential behavior and basic sensitivity to contextual changes
like changing in environment and player’s actions (see F.E.A.R. example in Section
2.1). The input to the decision-making system of the F.E.A.R. is a goal to achieve
and actions that can be performed; and the purpose of the system is to define ap-
propriate sequences [40]. Nevertheless, the NPCs will perform the same actions in
response to the same changes, making variances only in sequence with no accor-
dance to what has happened previously in the game. So the gameplay appears to be
similar and repetitive from one battle or encounter to the next.

However, more recent AI techniques allow developers to go beyond such pre-
scripted interactions and create systems that can not only give basic response to
player’s actions and environmental changes but also learn about them and from
them, use gained knowledge for adapting their own behavior; and therefore, pro-
vide reacher and more personalized experience to player. On this level, adaptive
game AI can enhance challenging of the game by forcing the player to continu-
ously search for different strategies and tactics in order to defeat the changing and
adapting nature of the intelligent NPC [25].

Next subsections will describe terms and definitions specific to game AI, as-
pects that work on behavioral alterations and adaptation, and game parts that can be
adapted.

2.3.1 Sources of Adaptation

Indirect adaptation of the game AI agent appears when the AI extracts statistical
information from the world and a player’s behavior and then uses it to modify own
behavior. One example of the indirect way of adaptation is acknowledging the
best way to kill a player. The AI can change an NPC’s path, making it visit the
locations that the human player tends to visit more often. Indirect adaptation can be
seen explicitly in Alien: Isolation18. According to game reviewers and developer’s
reports, the xenomorph, the main game antagonist, can learn even from player’s
deaths and visit more often the places where the player was killed in previous game
sessions. This approach, in general, works very well on the challenge and human
player affection, as the main antagonist is always not far from the player (Alien:
Isolation example [43]), visiting the places, where the player has been before, and
thus, creating a feeling of tension and suspense.

Indirect adaptation has proved to be fast and effective as the statistical informa-
tion can be easily extracted and applied rapidly through the game process, providing

18Creative Assembly, 2014. https://www.alienisolation.com
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the almost immediate response. Also, the changes in behavior are well-defined and
controlled, so they can be easily tested and the probability of inadequate and unbe-
lievable behavior can be lowered [25].

However, ability to control NPC behavior appears to be a disadvantage of the
method as both the data collected from the game and the behavioral changes must
be specified by game designers at the production stage.

Direct adaptation, in practice, is done by parameterizing an AI agent’s behav-
ior. Learning algorithms for this kind of adaptation search for the parameters and
behaviors that perform the best way in the game.

The main advantages of the techniques that can offer direct adaptation are that
AI agents can learn directly from their experience in the game and discover new
behaviors. Behaviors can almost endlessly evolve and hence provide a continuous
challenge to the player.

The problem is very low control over AI agent adaptation, and therefore a high
chance of unpredictable and inadequate behavior, that may occur as a result of
wrong evaluation or impact of the random performance [25].

Popular god game Black & White19 presented an innovative idea for controlling
an NPC behavior by the means of Belief-Desire-Intention model as an architec-
tural approach for the game AI incorporating decision trees and neural networks
[44]. It has a complex learning system for the creatures, that are raised by play-
ers. The problem with this system is its vulnerability to unintentional impact from
the player; and hence, AI adaptation may result in unpredictable and undesirable
creature behavior causing inconveniences to the human player.

Besides, the evaluation requires many measurements to be done in order to de-
fine the best behavior. This can impact the game performance in general as it re-
quires a great number of computational resources [25].

2.3.2 Intra- and Inter-behavior Learning

AI learning can be used on two levels of adaptation: intra-behavior and inter-
behavior. These levels are described in [26].

Intra-behavior learning is the kind that will change a small area of NPC be-
havior. These areas can be, for example, defining the best path for patrolling area,
learning about covers around the area etc. Intra-behavior learning is easier to im-
plement and test, also, it can be mapped to indirect (statistic-based) adaptation.

But the algorithms of intra-behavior learning does not provide totally different
behavior, the AI will not learn any new ways to achieve the goal.

The other way of learning is inter-behavior when the character changes his be-
havior to a new pattern in order to find new ways of defeating the player. For
example, defining the best way of killing the player or choosing an appropriate re-
action to the behavior that is typical for a particular player (if the player produces
too much noise, the NPC will pay more attention to the sounds or find another way
to find the player in opposite situation).

Absolute inter-behavior adaptation is a difficult case and unlikely to be used in
the games, but the AI can learn to choose among some predefined behaviors and
strategies (or combine basic behaviors in order to create new tactic or strategy).

These two kinds of learning can be combined: inter-behavior learning can be
used for behavior pattern and intra-behavior learning might be used for tweaking

19Lionhead Studios, 2001. https://www.mobygames.com/game/black-white
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some parameters of the behavior.

2.3.3 Opponent/player modeling

Personalized experience, what is considered to be one of the elements to achieve
the feeling of immersion and engagement in the games, requires the game system
to asses each individual player. Opponent modeling (in this case, by an opponent
a human player is meant) is an approach used for establishing models of opponent
players and using them in the actual gameplay [17].A player model is an abstracted
description of the human player, that plays the game [27]. The player modeling
is meant to be used for detection, prediction and expression of the human player
characteristics that reveal themselves as cognitive and behavioral patterns. The goal
of this approach is to adjust and improve the capabilities of the game AI to adapt to
the game players and personalize the game experience.

The advantage of this approach is that the game is adapting towards each indi-
vidual player, taking into account the player’s preferences, needs, playing style and
also emotions and physical response to the game events (heart rate, blood pressure
etc.).

Player’s preferences in this approach are defined during the game process itself
or by the means of specific questionnaires and self-reports, in opposition to the
preferences that are set to the human in-game avatar before the actual game (i.e. the
character class, ammunition, skills etc.) [22].

Karpinskyj in [28] classified player modeling approaches according to input
game data and the data collected during the actual gameplay. According to [28, 45],
there are five basic categories that group the features, which differ players from each
other:

Player preferences define the classification of the players by their tastes in
video games apart from video game genres. It is applied to the player pref-
erences for specific characteristics and concepts in video games, i.e. “coopera-
tion”, “strategic planning” etc. Karpinskyj’s view of player preference should be
distinguished from another view, which is called “play style” within a specific
genre, such as “exploring” or “collecting” within RPG. However, in the Section
2.3.3.2 (Style recognition, which will be discussed later), player preferences are
equated to the abstraction of “play style”, that can be applied to the style in-
dependently of the game genre as it groups specific preferences with respect to
personality.

Player personality category is very close to the previous one, but in this case,
psychological personality models (Five-Factor model [46] and Myers-Briggs
Type Indicator [47]) are used. For game adaptation based on player preferences,
new specific personality models are proposed to describe different players types.

Player experience refers to the emotional and cognitive response of the player
while s/he is playing. Categorization can be done by defining the relationship
between in-game player’s actions and physiological response or self-assessment
reports.

Player performance is a measurement of how well the player makes progress
through the game level. It focuses on the distinguishing players by the degree
of difficulty by which they overcome obstacles, i.e. matching a difficulty level
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to the player skill. Player performance can also refer to a rate of passing the
mission.

Player’s in-game behavior is similar to player preferences, but in this case, it
refers only to the player’s in-game behavioral style based on the actions taken
and the predefined strategies used.

Yannakakis [29] suggested another subdivision of these traits. According to [29]
the input data for the player modeling can be divided into three groups/types: (1)
gameplay data (data on players behavior, preferences and in-game actions), (2) ob-
jective data (data collected from physical state of the player, i.e. speech and body
movements, physiological measurements) and (3) game context data (which refers
to player-game interaction and may include data retrieved from the created, viewed
or played content).

Video game personalization using player modeling has been applied in a range
of games for different elements of the game, categorized according to the input
described above, but it was done mostly in research experimental games rather than
commercial. Here are some examples, provided by Karpinskij, which demonstrate
the type of input data and the game feature, for which the data has been applied:

• Preferences: role-play games maps and plot (set of player’s preferences is an
input level for game plot and maps transformation [48]), difficulty control (will
be discussed later), platforming levels (multiple choice questions and player’s
performance are used to model player’s preferences and create a level, that might
be interesting for player [49]);

• Experience: camera position (using player’s affective response to adjust camera
position in order to create more affective experience [50]), plot and story (player
affective state was used for managing the story to bring more dramatic effect
[51]), platforming levels (in-game system is able to predict six affective states
basing on players self-reports [52]);

• Performance: platforming levels (see [49]), enemy type and count (the test
game created by Yu and Trawick [53] incorporates in-game behavior, brief pref-
erence survey and performance to adjust enemies), difficulty adjustment (will
be discussed later);

• In-game behavior: quest structure (behavior was used by Bulitko in interactive
storytelling [54]), difficulty adjustment (will be discussed later).

As it is specified from the description of the input types above, some of the data,
that can be used for personalization, require specific equipment or extra data col-
lected out of gameplay, what can break player’s immersion into the game. Game
preference data can be collected via questionnaires before the game begins, or as
a part of the game via in-game dialogues with multiple choices, but the data can
also be collected via the game process. Experience observation can be done in one
of two ways or their combination: objectively by means of physiological signals
(blood pressure, heart-rate, but mostly through facial recognition of emotions) or
subjectively by self-reports [28].

Player performance and in-game behavior are the data types, that are collected
during the actual game process. So the following study will mostly focus on these
two data types as input, that can be collected directly from the gameplay process,
and therefore more reliable.
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2.3.3.1 Behavioral modelling

Behavioral cloning (or modeling) techniques have a potential for being used to in-
crease strength and playing skills of in-game AI agents by copying human player’s
style. And thus, provide a challenging experience to the most skilled players, as well
as to adapt to mediocre players and beginners and continuously adapt to increasing
or decreasing player’s skill.

This approach has been used by Forza20 racing game for training their NPC
drivers by copying player’s gaming style. Their AI system, called Drivatar, is con-
nected to the cloud storage, where the collected game data about players is pulled
and then used to create non-human drivers. The characters mimic other players be-
havior including also their mistakes and weaknesses as well as strength, what makes
NPCs more believable [55].

According to [27, 56], four approaches using player’s in-game behavior can be
applied to player modeling:

• Modeling actions: action models refer to the game actions observed in the game
process and the ones deduced from the observation.

• Modeling tactics: tactical models are the models build from the observation of
local short-term behaviors and are composed of actions.

• Modeling strategies: strategic models are made on the next level - long-term
global game patterns. They are composed of the tactics used by a player.

• Profiling a player: all the above models are then can be composed to define the
player profile, as they are motivated by the player’s psychological type.

The reason for using action models is to predict player’s actions, what is a goal
for most game developers. By knowing possible actions, that the player might take
in the nearest future, a game AI can generate an appropriate response. But in prac-
tice, these models are of limited use, unless they are used for other models.

Tactics and strategy models can be applied for providing a strong challenge for
the players. They are capable of more generalization than action models; therefore,
they can be used for adapting and personalizing game experience and challenge.

Generally, player profile includes all the knowledge of input and collected data
described in Section 2.3.3 (opponent/player modeling). Yannakakis in [29] makes
a distinction between player modeling and player profiling, stating that later is
based on the static information, which does not change during the gameplay pro-
cess. However, it may include information about behavioral, tactical and strategical
patterns as they can also be motivated by the human player personality and psycho-
logical characteristics.

Player profiling has a great potential to provide a more significant influence on
an experience that players can have with the game.

Once all of the aspects of the player behavior are recognized, the game AI can
use collected data to improve personalization of the content, adjustment of the NPCs
behavior or redesign the game environment in order to match individual player.

20Turn 10 Studios, Microsoft Studios, 2005. https://www.forzamotorsport.net/en
-us
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The main subtasks of the behavioral modeling are imitation, prediction, clus-
tering and association mining [29]. The goal of imitation in the context of game
adaptability is to develop believable NPC with human-like behavior to work on the
immersion of the player. The prediction may help the NPC behavior AI system to
define effectively the actions that should be taken in response to the predicted ac-
tions. Clustering is important for a personalized content generation as it allows to
classify players and then emphasize on adapting of the specific game component.
And association mining can be applied for defining the most frequent behavior pat-
terns to determine how the player actually behaves in the game. This data can then
be used for adapting different game components, which will be described later.

2.3.3.2 Player’s style recognition and adaptation

Game adaptation to player’s style is a promising direction of the research as it allows
to provide an individual experience to players basing on their needs, preferences and
motivation. Adjusting of games to playing styles and types can increase player’s
satisfaction with the challenge provided by the game.

Aleksieva-Petrova has defined four playing styles [57, 58] on a basis of Kolb’s
space of processing and perception continuums [59] and created the ADOPTA
(ADaptive technOlogy-enhanced Platform for eduTAinment) family of playing styles,
which includes the following playing styles (see also Figure 2.4):

• Competitors: skilled players, who enjoy taking great risks; experienced in fast
decision-making; they prefer to start an active game as soon as possible; de-
scribed by others as the most active players.

• Dreamers: players-observers, as they prefer to observe the game environment
rather than control it; prefer guided gameplay on the same level until master the
game till the end; very emotional and open-hearted; they like to play with clear
scenarios instead of emergent gameplay; need to see different ways of solving
the mission task and choose between them carefully.

• Logicians: prefer logical and analytic approaches for solving the problem; study
all the complexities of the game rules and try to apply them to each move in
a rational and perfect way; they try to establish and use structural time-based
approaches for mission completion and assembly the game facts into a scheme
that can be then used for defining tactics and strategies.

• Strategists: like solving complex game missions with a most effective strategy;
find all the practical ways to solve the problem of the game in time; have long-
term thinking when planning their strategies; they like creating theories, testing
hypothesis about game strategies; appreciate the foreseen practical benefit of
their actions and decisions; show good management skills.

To implement style-based adaptation of the game, player’s style should be rec-
ognized efficiently for the purposes of adaptation [58]. There are two ways to per-
form the player style recognition: self-report and automatic recognition.

The style recognition can be done through the self-report in a form of a ques-
tionnaire. In this way, the style is calculated before the actual game begins. This
approach requires additional game time and has a significant disadvantage as the
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Figure 2.4: The ADOPTA playing styles together. Figure originally from [58].

player’s self-assessment will possibly be subjective and thus not effective in the
context of style-based adaptation.

But automatic playing style recognition is a much more promising approach
because it defines the style of the human player by analyzing player’s interactions
with the game world and achieved results. In contrast to static self-report approach,
the style-recognition is more effective as players are not aware of the process. This
approach was implemented by automatic classification of game metrics and features
relevant to specific behavior traits [58]. Playing styles can be categorized by means
of a variety of approaches, which include self-organizing maps, fuzzy clusters anal-
ysis with hidden Markov models, and different classifiers. They perform online
analysis of the game style and provide a basis for dynamic style-based adaptation
of different game features.

2.3.4 Adaptive components

To deliver memorable experience to individual player, player models described in
section 2.3.3 (Opponent/player modeling) can be then used to adapt different ele-
ments of the game environment, i.e. space (1), missions (2), characters (3), game
mechanics (4), narration (5), sound (6), player matching (7) and difficulty (8). These
elements were suggested by Bakkes in [27] as they are present almost in every game
and thus can be applied to the vast majority of games.

Space adaptation Also can be referred to as environmental adaptation. The
adaptation of the space, where the game is played, e.g. game environment. The
data retrieved after prolong observation of the player’s game process can then
be used to gradually transform the game surrounding. Space adaptation also
can be used for generating new game levels, that can force the player to perform
actions, that s/he usually avoid, i.e. generate more dark space, if the player tends
to avoid them (in horror/survival games).

Examples: Diablo (Blizzard North, 1996), Torchlight (Runic Games, 2009),
MineCraft (Mojang AB, 2011).
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Mission adaptation The game can evolve its tasks and missions in response to
different player’s behaviors. The approach for mission adaptation is to gener-
ate an open-ended task and then replace these open ends with the dynamically
generated missions. This approach can be also coupled with space adaptation:
the environment of the game might change in response to the missions changes.
This type of adaptation may result in an implementation of fractal story [60],
when the story unfolds more and more as player pays attention to certain parts
of the story as it was done in Her story (Sam Barlow, 2015).

Character adaptation More specifically, non-player characters adaptation.
This includes adaptation of NPC actions, tactics and strategies, which represent
scopes of the NPC behavior, and is a primary research direction in the field
of video games. Character’s behavior adaptation is the main objective of this
literature study, so it will be discussed throughout the work in more details.
However, apart from NPC behavior, character adaptation may include altering
the appearance or locomotion of characters.

Game mechanics adaptation The purpose of game mechanics adaptation is to
vary them during actual gameplay. This type of adaptation is quite a rare case
in industry, though the research in this field still continues, in particular, on
the automated identification of gameplay schemes (which basically represent
player’s behavioral patterns and also can be considered as player’s tactics and
strategies) and schema-based adaptation by Lindley and Sennersten [61].

Narrative adaptation The forefront of this type of adaptation is interactive sto-
rytelling, which can be defined as “a gaming experience where the form and
content of the game are customized in real time and tailored to the preferences
and needs of the player to maximize enjoyment” [62]. Player modelling can im-
prove the narrative adaptation of the games by applying psychologically-verified
knowledge on player satisfaction and experience to them.

Narrative adaptation has been used in numerous games, especially for chaining
together appropriate actor actions and directing scenes. This approach can be
found in the games mentioned in Section 2.1 (Artificial Intelligence in games)
- Façade and Versu. Elements of narrative adaption through giving a variety
of choices for players and the tailoring the consequences have been applied
in many industry games, that provide a set of different endings dependable
on player’s choices. These elements are most explicit in Mass Effect series
(BioWare), The Witcher 3 (CD Projekt RED), Dishonored series (Arkane Stu-
dios) and others.

Sound adaptation This type of adaptation has existed since the early game
development era. The music can change depending on the location, where the
player locates at the moment, the time of the day in the game environment etc.
Also, sound can change in accordance with the events that are going to happen
i.e. battle start or antagonist approach.

The sound and music adaptation is also can be used for manipulating player’s
emotions and, therefore, increase the level of immersion and engagement.

Player matching Adaptation element for multiplayer games. Research made
in this direction has proved that if the opponent human player’s skill is lower
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then the particular player’s one, the player loses interest in the game [63]. The
same happens in opposite situations when the opponent is too strong. So it
is important to apply reliable player matching techniques to find appropriate
players. Besides, accurate skill rate of players is important for team games, so
the skill rate of the whole team matches the overall skill of the opponent team.

Player matching has been applied to a lot of online games (for example, DotA
221, Hearthstone22, GWENT: The Witcher Card Game23 etc.), taking into ac-
count the characters chosen by the player or his/her in-game level. But player
modeling techniques can also be applied for player matching in order to find an
opponent, whose tactics and strategies can enhance the level of challenge to the
player.

Difficulty adaptation The technique for automated adaptation of the game dif-
ficulty to the skill and experience of the human player (experience, in this con-
text, is defined as practical contact with the games before playing the particular
game).

Among all the described adaptive elements, difficulty adaptation is the most com-
mon adaptable element in variety of games. Since difficulty scaling can also be
applied to strength and behavior of NPCs, this technique is of interest of this study,
so it will be observed in details.

2.3.5 Dynamic game difficulty balancing

Difficulty balancing or difficulty scaling is an automatic adaptation of game diffi-
culty level according to a human player’s skill. In terms of AI, difficulty scaling
is aimed to achieve an “even game” for the player, whether the player is strong or
mediocre. [3, 9]

Game AI is considered to be more entertaining when it is hard to defeat, al-
though this is not true for novice players, who will be overwhelmed by the strong
AI system. For every type of players, game antagonist should be challenging, but
beatable.

Difficulty scaling can be implemented as a predefined game difficulty setup (the
one that the player chooses before game start), and in this way, is used quite often
in the games.

The predefined game difficulty can be referred to as difficulty setting, i.e., it is
represented as a discrete parameter, which defines how difficult the game is. Usu-
ally, this parameter tweaks only NPCs’ physical parameters, e.g. amount of health,
speed, amount of hostile NPCs in general, strength of an enemy (amount of damage
that a character can make) and rarely influences tactics. Even on a “hard” level, be-
havior of NPC has only a slight difference from what can be experienced on lower
levels. Also, with predefined difficulty, sometimes it is hard for a player to find an
appropriate hardness immediately. It might be too strong on the “hard” level and
strong not enough on the “medium”. Besides, once the player figures out that the
difficulty level is too high or too low, s/he sometimes cannot change the difficulty
without restarting the whole game campaign. However, most of the games provide
a possibility of changing the difficulty in-process.

21Valve, 2013. http://www.dota2.com
22Blizzard, 2014. https://playhearthstone.com
23CD Projekt RED, 2018. https://www.playgwent.com
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Concerning dynamic difficulty scaling or adjustment (DDA), if it is implemented
in the game, it usually adapts a few of the parameters mentioned above, but, as it is
specified in the name, in real-time, learning from the skills of the player during the
game process. This can be performed both online (directly during the encounter)
and offline (between the levels or stages of the game). This approach was success-
fully implemented in a variety of games. For example, in the Crash Bandicoot game
series the obstacles can slow down and more continue points appear if the number of
player’s deaths increases. In Fallout 3, as the player reaches new levels in the game,
old enemies are replaced with tougher NPCs, that have higher physical parameters
and better equipment to keep the “even game”.

But still, as it was mentioned before, the behavior adaptation to player’s skills
via DDA approaches is quite a rare case. In Resident Evil 424 “Difficulty scale” sys-
tem was applied to adjust both enemies strength and behavior by evaluating player’s
performance with values from 1 to 10. These grades are also mapped to the diffi-
culty setup, e.g. “Normal” level starts with 4 and can be developed to 7 or decreased
to 2.

However, the DDA systems in the context of behavior have got an interest in
academic game AI research. The co-evolutionary algorithm was used to teach game
characters to behave by Demasi and Cruz [64]. Another way to apply DDA was
developed by Spronck: the developed game AI uses weights assigned to possible
strategies to determine if predictably strong strategies should be applied [9, 3].

2.3.5.1 Dynamic scripting

Dynamic difficulty adjustment received attention from people in academia. One of
the examples is the technology called dynamic scripting developed by Spronck [21],
that uses data collected from the player’s in-game behavior to adjust the behavior
of NPC.

Dynamic scripting is an online adaptation technique, a form of reinforcement
learning adapted to be efficient enough to produce scripts on-the-fly [21, 65]. This
technique generates different scripts for intelligent agents in the game according to
player’s behavior.

For each NPC agent class in the game, there is a separate ruleset database, which
includes weighted rules for the character behavior. The databases are set up by game
developers in accordance with the game domain. With every encounter, a new script
controlling the agent is generated from rulebase associated with it. For the first time,
the basic script is created with every rule having the same chance of being called.
After an encounter with the human player, Dynamic scripting system adjusts the
weights of the rules in the rulebase to adapt to player’s behavior. The rules with
a higher weight (which means they were more successful in the encounter) have a
higher probability of being chosen again. The order of the actions is decided by the
implementation approach.

Dynamic scripting is a very attractive technique as it is based on the scripts,
the technique that is popular among game developers because they are predictable,
understandable and easy to implement. However, they are hard-coded and cannot
be changed during the process, what makes their weaknesses easy to exploit.

This also can be considered as a disadvantage of the dynamic scripting: the
rulebase is hard-coded by the developers, what makes the AI constrained by the

24Capcom, 2005. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Resident_Evil_4
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strategies developers had in mind during the design process. As the game becomes
larger, the rulebase always extends making it more error-prone and hard to maintain.

The second disadvantage is related to the random nature of the approach [42]. It
means that there is always a chance of poor tactics and strategy even after numerous
encounters. It may appear that the AI system will not use potentially strong rules as
they were not used during the first encounter. These rules might never get a higher
weight to increase their probability of being chosen.

Yet, the dynamic scripting is proved to be an effective approach due to per-
formed experiments [21]. Later it was tested in the commercial game Neverwinter
nights25, where it met the requirements set for the performance of the AI system.

2.3.5.2 Genetic Algorithms

As it was mentioned in Section 2.3.5 (Dynamic game difficulty balancing), Cruz
and Demasi[14] suggested co-evolutionary genetic algorithm for adapting the game
agents to the player’s skills. The technique allows only those agents to survive,
whose skills most closely fit the player’s abilities.

The online co-evolution, used by Cruz and Demasi[14], speeds up the learning
process by using pre-defined agents with good features as parents for genetic oper-
ations of creating new agents. These predefined agents can be constructed using an
offline trainer or be defined manually by game creators.

However, this approach is quite limited. It is very difficult to design predefined
characters, that can cover all the possible skillful players or players with uncom-
mon strategies and behaviors, so the algorithm will work poorly for unpredicted
cases. Besides, this technique allows NPC’s power only to increase, what makes it
impossible to provide equal abilities for players whose level decreases due to some
events.

2.3.5.3 Non-NPC control DDA. Flow/pace control and content generation

Dynamic Difficulty Adjustment has found application in so called flow or pace con-
trol. In the Left 4 Dead game series, the system called AI Director was implemented
to manage the pace of the game [66, 55]. The intensity and frequency of zombie
attacks in the game can change during the game level in accordance with the play-
ers’ skills. The goal of AI Director is to keep the human players on the edge: they
receive as much time free of enemies attacks as it is enough to reload weapons or
heal the wounds. The frequency of attacks will be then adjusted in the way to keep
players proceeding through the level. AI Director was later used in Far Cry game
series26, Evolve27 and Rocksmith 201428.

DDA may also refer to content generation based on the player’s skill and player’s
progress through the game. This approach was used in Mario Kart game 29, where

25BioWare, 2002. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neverwinter_Nights
26Crytek Corp., Ubisoft. https://www.ubisoft.com/ru-ru/franchise/far-cry
27Turtle Rock Studios, 2015. https://evolvegame.com/
28Ubisoft San Francisco, 2014. https://www.ubisoft.com/en-us/game/rocksmi

th-2014-remastered-edition
29Nintendo, 1992. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mario_Kart
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special items are generated through the race, that help an individual player to over-
take the opponents. In this case, the backward player has a higher chance of getting
speed up, whereas the players on the first or second position are unlikely to get such
supplies (and they will also be weaker).

2.3.6 Personalized Procedural Content Generation

Procedural Content Generation (abbreviated PCG) is a development of the algo-
rithms for the automatic content generation. In this context, Game content mostly
refers to the game environment within the game world and may include maps, land-
scapes, levels, missions, collectibles (object within the environment, that are created
for supplying the player), even story and music etc. (however, excluding NPC-
behavior).

Research in personalized PCG has resulted into experience-driven procedural
content generation (abbreviated EDPCG) framework [67]. In this framework, con-
tent is represented in the form of building blocks, that can be adjusted to improve
the experience of the player.

This framework was used in the development of adaptive content generation
framework by Shaker [30] for Super Mario Levels generation based on the fun re-
ports about mini-game levels.

In addition, strategy maps, game rule sets, weapons and other supplies can be
generated based on models of playing experience.

2.3.6.1 Storytelling and game design

Storytelling is “a gaming experience where the form and content of the game are
customized in real time and tailored to the preferences and needs of the player to
maximize enjoyment” [62] and also give a sense of overall control over a game
course.

Baston and Marsh in their work [62] propose five levels of the customization:
story structures (the way the plot unfolds), virtual world (including physical appear-
ance, geography, history etc.), virtual agents (as well the the human player in-game
avatar), rewards (experience points, items, collectibles etc.) and difficulty. They
claim that it is important to provide customization on all of the levels to provide the
most fulfilled experience to the player.

And even here, AI can find application for defining the overall principled man-
ner of how to make the human player’s experience more valuable, enjoyable and
memorable.

In [22], authors propose a few general roles in which AI can act: opponent,
companion and neutral NPC; dungeon masters; plot writers; and finally game de-
signers. And the more we go down the list, the more responsibility is taken by the
AI system for the quality of the experience provided. The AI system can not only
oppose or assist players in terms of NPC but also define how the story unfolds and
how the game should be played. An intelligent system within the game has great
potential to act as a game designer, make decisions about the occurring events and
their sequence to work for positive player’s experience.
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2.4 Summary

The majority of the game AI systems for NPC control seem to act like strictly
scripted behavior [42, 40]. Techniques like Decision Trees, Behavior Trees, Finite
State Machines control decision-making process by choosing the appropriate reac-
tion and sequence of actions from the list of possible actions, where each specific
behavior is triggered by other certain action (set of actions) or dialogue variant.

The techniques described in Section 2.1 demonstrate satisfying results in spec-
ifying predetermined behavior patterns and basic sensitivity to contextual changes.
Even in most advanced techniques popular within game development industry, the
NPCs will perform the same actions in response to the same changes, making vari-
ances only in sequence with no accordance to what has happened previously in the
game.

More recent AI techniques allow developers to go beyond such pre-scripted
interactions and create adaptable game AI systems. However, they are not widely
used in modern computer games industry. Adaptability in video games has been
studied by scientists in the game development field and game designers, but most
of the studies are theoretical and have not found application in modern games or are
left without proper attention.

Rabin in [25] described the application of learning in computer games AI sys-
tems. He defined two types of adaptation based on different sources: indirect adap-
tation that uses static information from the game environment (including the player)
and direct adaptation implemented in a form of parameters that can be adjusted dur-
ing the gameplay. Examples of such adaptation can be found in several popular
games famous for their gameplay, e.g., Alien: Isolation and Black & White.

Two types of learning were suggested by Millington and Funge in [26]. In gen-
eral, they can be described as levels - intra-behavior learning and inter-behavior
learning. Intra-behavior learning changes only a small part of NPC behavior, while
inter-behavior learning can significantly change the way NPC behaves. The strict
definitions given by authors are hardly applicable to modern computer games, even
authors speak of them as of “pure fantasy” [26]. However, alternative definitions of
intra- and inter-behavior learning can be interpreted in a way that can be found in
various computer games. For example, AI can learn to choose among some prede-
fined behaviors and strategies in order to demonstrate inter-behavior adaptation.

Opponent (or player) modeling is a major part of the study in the game devel-
opment field since it can also be applied in serious games. Karpinskyj in [28] clas-
sified player modeling approaches according to input game data and the data col-
lected during the actual gameplay. His classification features five basic categories:
Player preferences, Player personality, Player experience, Player performance, and
Player’s in-game behavior. Alternative subdivision was suggested by Yannakakis,
highlighting three groups/types: gameplay data (player’s behavior, preferences and
in-game actions), objective data (data collected from physical state of the player, i.e.
speech and body movements, physiological measurements) and game context data
(which refers to player-game interaction and may include data retrieved from the
created, viewed or played content). Player modeling is a rare-case in entertainment
video games and mostly applied to experimental games withing academic research.
Only a few application can be found in modern games.

Experimental adaptable game AI techniques were developed within scientific
research. Among them there are technique called Dynamic scripting developed by
Spronck [21]) and Genetic Algorithm used by Cruz and Demasi [14] for Dynamic
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game difficulty balancing. The technique AI Director was developed by Valve for a
special case of Dynamic game difficulty balancing - Flow control [66, 55].

AI techniques can also be used for adaptable (or personalized) content gener-
ation and storytelling, which has been applied in several games and services (e.g.,
Façade and Versu).
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3 Methodology

This section is dedicated to the scientific approach and description of the methods
used in this master thesis.

3.1 Scientific Approach

Methods used in this project:

• literature review (LR) in the field of computer game AI, with focus on adapt-
ability of NPC behavior towards the player, to answer RQ1;

• based on the LR, developing a set of features for classification and comparison
of aspects of such adaptability, to answer RQ2;

• define a sample of recent games that feature interactions between NPCs and the
player

� classify these games according to the developed features

� collect data regarding the popularity (review scores from critics and users)
for the games

◦ examine correlation between adaptability and popularity, to address H1

� collect data regarding the commercial success (e.g. number of units sold) of
the games

◦ examine correlation between adaptability and success, to address H2

3.2 Literature review

By using the methods stated previously, the data on game artificial intelligence and
user experience was manually collected and analyzed in order to answer research
questions and use them in the comparison of existing cases of game AI adaptation
to player’s actions.

Based on knowledge gained from literature, features for comparing and clas-
sification of game AI are developed in order to define best examples of game AI
implementation and usage. These features were then used for classification of game
AI adaptability.

These features were used for proving the hypothesis, that games with higher
adaptability are more commercially successful and popular among players and crit-
ics. By doing so we expect to make predictions on the success of the game based
on the adaptation, that the game can provide to personalize user experience.

Based on the brief preparative research, we defined the next terms for the search
of related literature: artificial intelligence in games, learning, game adaptability &
adaptation, believable NPCs, NPC adaptation, player modeling, dynamic difficulty
adjustment.

The articles chosen for this study were selected by these criteria:

• topic of the article is related to artificial intelligence in video games

• topic is related to study of NPC behavior
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• topic is related to techniques used in video games for controlling NPC behav-
ior

• topic is related to adaptability in video games

• topic is related to adaptable AI techniques in video games

• case studies of existing game systems

• development of new experimental AI system for NPC control done by academia

Numerous articles were excluded from the literature review. Since artificial in-
telligence term describes any NPC control systems used in video games, some of
the revealed articles describe a new experimental technique developed for games,
however, without using any AI technique. These articles were discarded. Also,
numerous articles refer to storytelling adaptation and adaptable procedural content
generation, which are out of our interest in this study. Studies that include descrip-
tions of approaches for measuring experience, were also excluded. A number of
articles were dedicated to the believability of NPC, but most of them described per-
sonality and appearance. Since types of NPC vary from game to game and often
appear in non-human form or a group of humans, advanced tactics and strategies
are more preferable in terms of challenge than personality and appearance. These
articles were not studied deeply in this work.

Different sources were used for literature review in order to get relevant in-
formation in the field of artificial intelligence in games. They include Research-
Gate30, The ACM Digital Library31, IEEE Xplore Digital Library32 and Elsevier33

as sources for scientific studies and articles. Websites like AiGameDev34, Gama-
sutra35, AI and Games36, Kotaku37 and others are generous sources of information
related to game industry in general as well as information about AI techniques used
in video games.

In total, over 50 articles and books were studied for this work to get relevant
information about scientific directions in video games AI, numerous websites, ar-
ticles and blogposts were chosen as a source for specific information related to
current trends in video games.

For the analysis stage, third-party data from articles, case studies of games,
players and critics’ reviews were collected and analyzed. The popularity of the
video games was analyzed based on the information gained from Metacritic38 and
VGChartz39.

30https://www.researchgate.net/
31https://dl.acm.org/
32https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/Xplore/home.jsp
33https://www.elsevier.com/
34https://aigamedev.com/
35https://www.gamasutra.com/
36https://aiandgames.com/
37https://kotaku.com/
38http://www.metacritic.com/about-metacritic
39http://www.vgchartz.com/about.php
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3.3 Development of Game Classification Based on AI Complexity and Adapt-
ability

In Section 2.2.2 (Artificial stupidity) masking techniques for controlling non-player
characters were discussed, showing how simple tricks and cheats can make non-
intelligent NPC seem intelligent.

Also, AI techniques commonly used by game developers were discussed in Sec-
tion 2.2.1. Decision and Behavior trees, Finite State Machines and Planning are still
widely applied for controlling NPC characters in video games, as long as they fulfill
the requirements and are compatible with game design decisions. And even though
the lack of intelligence or “stupid” behavior is often discussed in the players’ com-
munities, most of the games are still commercially successful enough to be accepted
by the game development studios and publishers. For example, Tom Clancy’s Ghost
Recon: Wildlands40 AI has got a lot of dissatisfaction among players41. It was stated
by the game communities that the hostile NPCs, as well as computer control team-
mates, are “dumb” since they often get stuck in the environment or do not perform
the actions they are supposed to perform (e.g. not helping the human player during
the fight). Also, the believability of the AI controlled NPCs in this game was ad-
dressed. According to players’ reviews, the accuracy of enemies shootings is very
high and the overall strength makes them hardly beatable. However, the game was
one of the Ubisoft’s bestsellers according to Ubisoft Sales Report [68].

Addressing both players and developers communities, Yildrim and Stene in [24]
tried to define what kind of intelligent behavior is expected from NPCs and what
makes NPC an intelligent agent. Based on the different definitions of the term
intelligent agent, Franklin and Graesser in [69] defined a set of properties intrinsic
to intelligent agent in terms of academic artificial intelligence, but which can also
be applied to game NPCs since they are controlled by AI system and can be counted
as agents as well. Some of the properties, that can be applied to NPC agents, are
stated below:

• autonomous - able to control its own actions.

• character - believable “personality”.

• reactive - responds timely to environmental changes.

• goal-oriented - or pro-active, has a goal to be fulfilled within the game pro-
cess.

• learning - adapts the behavior basing on the previous experience.

• flexible - actions and their sequence are not strictly predefined.

Most of the characters in modern games are reactive since they have to respond
to player’s in-game actions with appropriate reactions, e.g. to shoot in response, if
the player starts attacking the NPC. In most games, NPC should also change their

40Ubisoft Paris, 2017. https://ghost-recon.ubisoft.com/wildlands/en-US/home/index.aspx
41https://gamefaqs.gamespot.com/boards/168640-tom-clancys-ghost-

recon-wildlands/75096470; https://steamcommunity.com/app/460930/di
scussions/0/1471967615859849570/; https://www.reddit.com/r/Wildlan
ds/comments/5y6txe/dear_ubisoft_ghost_ai_is_terribleseriouslyplz/
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behavior in accordance with game environment changes. One of the examples is
pathfinding, which is present in most games on different levels of complexity.

Goal orientation is mostly dependent on game design and AI techniques used
for NPC system. Goal-oriented NPCs consider both the consequence of their ac-
tions, their impact on the environment, and how much their actions satisfy the given
goal. In the modern computer games Planning approach can be used for goal-
oriented NPC (see Section 2.2.1 (AI-driven NPC behavior)). And basically, ability
to define the sequence of actions and choose among sets of actions makes goal-
oriented agents flexible.

Personality of the non-player character has multiple sides and depends on the
goals of game creators. Personality can be expressed through character dialogues,
emotions and behavior. All of these features can be scripted if they are aimed to tell
a story written by creators as well as be adaptable if this is a developers’ decision
in the context of game design. The latest was implemented in the game Forza (see
Section 2.3.3.1).

Agent autonomy is a hard question in the video games development process as
well as in academic research since it has a variety of definitions. But basically its
an ability to control own actions. According to [70], features of autonomous agent
include self-sufficiency, situatedness, learning and evolution, so basically it consists
of all properties inherent to intelligent agents listed above.

Yildrim and Stene also suggested other properties, that can increase autonomy
of NPC [24]. These features include supervision by higher level agents (hierarchy of
agents of different complexity), visible inter-agent communication (when one NPC
agent can inform other about the environment), complexity of decision making (or
quality of decisions in terms of the NPC goals) and variety of action repertoire
(important for autonomy since NPC has more choice among actions).

Most of these features are present in modern video games AI controlled NPCs
on one level or another, making non-player characters intelligent on a basic level
(in accordance to the academic definitions) even if they are implemented with some
tricks.

Next level of intelligence in behavior is adaptability to player’s in-game behav-
ior and player’s preferences which is defined by all the properties stated above and
can have an impact on them on different levels.

Adaptable AI-controlled NPC is reactive since player and his actions are part
of the game environment and NPC is supposed to react to any changes in the game
world in some way or another [24].

Adaptable AI-controlled NPC is flexible, as its actions and their sequence are
not strictly predefined and can be changed in response to game state [24].

Adaptability itself requires observation of the player’s in-game behavior and
statistics, analyzing it and learning from it. Data gained from the player’s behavior
and preferences can then be used for adapting NPC agents goals and the sequence
of the actions, i.e. impact goal orientation.

Deeper into the autonomy of NPC agents, supervision on different levels of
agent complexity can provide tactical and strategical adaptation, adding control
over general NPC behavior decisions and goals as well. Complexity and quality
of decisions and goals can also increase in terms of the quality towards concrete
player’s behavior, explicitly showing the learning process.

Variety of action repertoire and visible inter-agent communication can be viewed
as tools to increase adaptability, improve quality of the decision-making process and
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make NPC characters more realistic and believable.

Based on the material gained from the literature and case studies, we have se-
lected a set of features to represent different aspects of artificial intelligence in
games and, in particular, their ability to adapt to a human player. This subsection is
dedicated to selected features and the proposed classification description based on
our interpretation of studied information.

3.3.1 Autonomy

First, we define the autonomy level of NPC in a game based on the features defined
by Yildrim and Stene in [24] and described before in the Section 3.3. These features
are: (1) reactivity, (2) goal-orientation, (3) flexibility, and (4) learning.

Reactivity is a determining feature for the further selection of games to analyze
since it should be a basic feature for the intelligent NPC in a game. Interaction of a
human player with world environment including NPCs is a foundation of any game.
It is not necessary for neutral characters, e.g. fillers - people and creatures created
to fill the background scene and bring more life into it. However, it is crucial for
hostile NPCs. All the games chosen for analysis have reactive NPC, so this feature
was not present in the analysis record.

Goal-orientation is a common characteristic of NPC in a variety of games as
the analyses of the game set revealed. Most of the game developers blogs reported
Planning techniques used in their games or features that demonstrate visible goal-
oriented NPC.

Flexibility is another feature present in most of the games. Goal-oriented agents
in games tend to be flexible: techniques used in games to provide goal-oriented
NPC encompass an ability to choose a series of actions among a predefined set
of elementary actions or short subsequences. Nevertheless, the level of flexibility
varies, and some goal-oriented NPC does not have visible flexibility.

Learning feature is an ability of NPC to change the behavior based on previous
experience, and it is quite a rare case in video games since it requires advanced
artificial intelligence techniques, numerous observations and resources-consuming
analysis. Only a few games were reported to have learning AI implemented in the
product. Variety of games suppose to have learning NPCs according to players
reviews, however, developers do not confirm that.

3.3.2 Sources of Adaptation

We defined two classes of adaptation sources: direct and indirect adaptation. They
were described in details in subsection 2.3.1.

Direct adaptation is done by parameterizing NPC behavior. The goal of the AI
control system is to look for the parameters values and behaviors that perform in
the best way in the game and against the human player.

This type of adaptation is difficult and resource-consuming to implement and
use in the game, but simplified implementations are present and taken into account
when analyzing the set of games.

Direct adaptation class, in turn, is divided into three subclasses defining the
different usage of parameterizing approach: (1) sensory system, (2) flow control,
and (3) others.
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The sensory system is usually implemented in form of NPC alertness triggered
when a human player crosses the “hearing”, “scent” or “sight” area of NPC. The
system is not usually adaptable by itself (its parameters are determined; however,
these values might be defined on production stage using learning techniques), but
it can cause changes in some defined parts of NPC behavior to adapt to player’s
behavior.

Flow control is another major usage of direct adaptation in video games. It is
one of the forms of dynamic difficulty adjustment (see subsections 2.3.5 for Dy-
namic Difficulty Adjustment and 2.3.5.3 for Flow/pace control). AI Director is a
widely used system for pace adjustment. AI-Director-like systems do not control
NPC on a single unit level, but it acts like a supervisor for groups and overall AI
(not NPC) strategy adjusting number of enemies and frequency of attacks and reg-
ulating “exhaustion” of players. The system acts upon player’s performance in the
game.

Others group includes cases that do not fit any of the classes described above
and extraordinary ones. Among them, there are games like Black & White and
Sprocnk’s mod for Neverwinter Nights. First one is a good example of Direct adap-
tation since all the behaviors of NPC monsters here are parametrized and change-
able in response to treatment or punishment from a human player. In the latter,
every action of NPC has a weight which is adjusted through the game process to
find actions that perform the best (for more details see section 2.3.5.1).

Indirect adaptation is performed using static information extracted from the
game environment and player’s behavior. The needed information and its usage are
defined by game design and game mechanics. Unlike Direct adaptation, the Indi-
rect class is not subdivided into subclasses since there is no specific pattern found
among studied games and no specific information provided by developers regarding
the implementation of game adjustment systems. However, most of the games use
information gained from the player’s in-game actions.

Combination of Direct and Indirect Adaptation is a rare case, but it often
appears in the games of Stealth and Survival Horror genres. We distinguish two
types of source combinations:

• common goal for both of the sources;

• separate goals for the sources;

In the case of common goal, both sources work for adaptation of single be-
havior part or common set of behaviors. The case study revealed that this type of
combination is mostly used for pure Stealth games, where hiding is the primary
goal (in games like Alien: Isolation and Monstrum): the sensory system, as well as
static information about previous encounters, are used to adjust monster behaviors.
Revealed usage is primary pathfinding.

Systems, oriented on separate goals, often use different sources for different
aspects of the game. Thus one source can be used for NPC behavior and the other
is for the story and/or environment adaptation (as it is done in Dishonored series,
which will be described later in the analysis section).
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3.3.3 Intra-behavior Adaptation

In general, Intra-behavior adaptation changes a small area of NPC behavior or a
single aspect of the game (see subsection 2.3.2). Set of available behaviors varies
from game to game depending on the game goals and game design. In numerous
games, a few parts of behavior alter through the encounter or the game process.
However, we decided to analyze games based on the most discernible behavior
changes. Thus, we segregate three major parts of intra-behavior into three classes
and fourth class for the games with no significant alterations in behavior.

These classes are:

• Combat adaptation class;

• Pathfinding adaptation class;

• Others adaptation types class;

• None class;

Combat adaptation is mostly used in games with an emphasis on battle. It
includes action and weapon selection, and cover finding (including finding a path to
a cover place).

Pathfinding adaptation is inherent to games where hostile NPCs should be close
to the player most of the time, and therefore, adapt their patrolling paths over time
based on the information about possible player locations.

Others adaptation types includes games that do not fit Combat or Pathfinding
classes due to genre specifics or outstanding game design, but intra-behavior adap-
tation is present due to developers reports or player’s reviews.

None class contains games that do not provide any significant or visible intra-
behavior adaptation.

3.3.4 Inter-behavior Adaptation

Inter behavior is an overall behavioral pattern of the NPC. Inter-behavior adaptation
is a type that changes this pattern to find new ways of defeating the player. This type
of adaptation was described in Section 2.3.2 (Intra- and Inter-behavior adaptation).

For this type of adaptation, we decided to use a scale with three levels repre-
senting the complexity of inter-behavior adaptation:

• None label is assigned to games where no visible inter-behavioral adaptation
present;

• Low label is assigned to games with advanced decision-making and planning
systems that can provide visibly different behaviors. In other words, it is high
reactivity in response to the player’s action. These patterns, however, cannot
be considered as an adaptation to a player’s style;

• High label is assigned to the games where behavior pattern changes in re-
sponse to player’s actions and gaming style to bring more challenge and force
the player to find new ways of task accomplishment.

Suggested division is based on our state-of-art observation of the games and may not
include personalized adaptation towards human player, since, as it was observed, it
is a rare case. However, we decided not to exclude major AI system type claimed
by critics and players as one of the best representatives of AI in games.
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3.3.5 Player Profiling

Advanced player profiling is rarely used in video games, and, even if it is, the func-
tion is often informative or very narrowed. Only a few games use information,
gained from the player, to adjust the game environment.

Based on the game analysis, we have defined two classes out of five possible
categories (see Section 2.3.3) of player profiling applied in modern games: (1)
Progress class (or Performance category), that collects information about player
progress through the gameplay; and (2) Player’s Style (refers to Player’s behavior
category), which is more advanced player’s in-game behavior analysis.

Highly reactive NPCs, that belong to the Low class of Inter-behavior adaptation
and are able to provide various behavior patterns, are not taken into account since
they do not adapt behavior pattern to player’s style.

The complete classification with meta-classes, classes and subclasses, devel-
oped for this master thesis, can be found below (see Table 3.1).

3.4 Reliability and Validity

As it was stated previously, data collected for the analysis stage is third-party data
gained from articles, case studies of games, players and critics’ reviews. However,
only a small number of these sources are official reports from company-developer
or publisher, and therefore reliable. Conclusions made on the data from reviews and
case studies are biased, so they cannot be considered as absolutely objective.

The data collected for total sales analysis is also approximated since only a few
companies report their sales. The source used for this type of data collects and ap-
proximates an information from numerous sources, so there are no real numbers
available. However, the purpose of the analysis is a ratio between total sales, so
numbers gained from the specified source can be used for this work, but the preci-
sion of the results might be affected.

Metacritic score used for assessing the popularity among critics/reviewers is an
average score of a given game based on the scores from different popular sources
like Edge, Game Informer etc. This score is given to a game in general, taking
into account all the aspects of the product and reviewer’s opinion, and can not be
considered as fully objective. However, according to the research [71], there is a
positive correlation between Metacritic Score and player’s experience in terms of
challenge, so we can rely on the result based on Metacritic score.

In addition, Metacritic score is used by major game development companies as
an indicator of success [72, 73], therefore it is a reliable source of information on
game popularity.
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Meta-class Class Subclasses General criteria

Autonomy
Goal-oriented NPC has a goal to be fulfilled

Flexible
actions and their sequence
are not visibly predefined

Learning
reported or NPC visibly adapts
the behavior basing on the previous
experience

Source of
adaptation

Direct
Sensory system

alertness feature triggered by senses,
i.e. “hearing”, “scent” or “sight”

Flow control
frequency or intensity of attacks
is changed based on
player’s performance

Others
reported or gradual adaptation of
enemy amount or strength spotted

Indirect statistics of the player used in game

Combination
Common goal

a few of the previous are aimed
on one feature adaptation

Separate goals
a few of the previous are aimed
on several features adaptation

Intra-
behavior

Combat
reported or visibly different
combat patterns spotted

Pathfinding
reported or visibly different
patrolling routes spotted

Others
reported or alterations in
behavior that do not fit previous

None no visible alterations

Inter-
behavior

High
reported or behavior pattern changes
in response to player’s actions

Low
reported or behavior pattern is
slightly changed between encounters

None no visible inter-behavioral adaptation
Player

profiling
Player’s Style reported within the game

Progress dynamic difficulty adjustment feature

Table 3.1: Complete game classification and general criteria.
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4 Analysis and Classification of the Games’ AI

This section is dedicated to the analysis of the games and their classification based
on our observations and classification described in the section 3.3. It includes a
description of the set of the selected games, the legend for the classification (analy-
sis) table, analysis of the games, detailed explanation of the results for certain game
examples from different classes, and popularity analysis of the games based on the
complexity of their AI system.

4.1 Game List Description and Selection Criteria

The sample of games chosen for analysis covers almost all the genres popular within
the video game community. They are:

• action games:

adventure
role-playing game (abbreviated RPG)

• shooters
first-person shooters (abbreviated FPS)

third-person shooters (abbreviated TPS)

• stealth & survival horror
• real-time strategy

Action games are games with an emphasis on the physical challenge, fast tactical
decisions and reaction. Except for pure action genre, the games included in the
sample represent specific subgenres which are mixes of action genre with the other
genres, e.g. adventure, aimed at interactive story and exploration, or RPG, with the
focus on controlling of the character actions in some well-defined world, character
development, complexity and immersion into story and in-game world.

Shooters is a subgenre of action games, however, the main emphasis is made on
testing player’s speed and reaction, tactical skills in a fight, usually with firearms,
so we separate shooter games from the action adventure and action RPG basing on
the aim of game mechanics. The most popular subsets of the shooters are FPS and
TPS. The difference between them is the character’s point of view. FPS simulates
the real sight of the person where one can see as much as eyes can and TPS gives
player an extended view of the playable character and environment.

Stealth is a type of game where player is supposed to hide, sneak or disguise in
order to overcome the enemy or pass the level undetected. It is often overlapped
with survival horror genre with the focus on survival in frightening circumstances
often followed by scary creatures. However, later on, the survival horror subgenre
incorporated more of action games features, so some action and shooter games
might include it as an additional subgenre. In our game sample, survival horror
mostly comes with stealth game mechanics.

Real-time strategy is a subgenre of strategy games in a real-time where players
control their units at the same time (giving them orders to build, protect buildings,
secure area, destroy opponent’s units and assets), unlike turn-based strategy where
players should wait for their turn to give orders. Nevertheless, these genres are
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merged sometimes and features of one genre can emerge in the game of another
type.

The games chosen for analysis are prominent representatives in all the genres,
claimed by critics and reviewers, or the ones that appeared to have interesting imple-
mentations due to available data, our findings, and analysis. Game set also includes
popular games in terms of sales and scores.

For ordering and analysis purposes we have created two tables: general table,
which includes general information about games mentioned in this work and games
chosen for analysis; and analysis table depicting information about game AI imple-
mentation in selected games.

The general table is shown in Appendix A and includes next relevant informa-
tion about each selected game:

• published name
• company-developer,
• year of first official release,
• link to the official web-page (or Wikipedia page if the publisher or developer

do not provide any official web-page),
• genre,
• Metacritic42 score43 of the first release (average score for platforms if the

game was released on several platforms within one year),
• link to a game page and review list on Metacritic,
• Total sales (in millions of US dollars) gained from VGChartz44

A table with details of all the games mentioned and discussed in this thesis can be
found in Appendix A.

The analysis table consists of game set selected for further analysis of the AI
system and information about features described in Section 3.3. An example of an
analysis table record can be seen in Figure 4.5.

Figure 4.5: Example of a game record in the analysis table.

Record line in the Analysis table includes next information:

• general information section:

published name as Name column,
genre as Genre column,

• AI information section:

goal-orientation feature as Goal-oriented column,
flexibility feature as Flexible column,
learning feature as Learning column,

42http://www.metacritic.com/about-metacritic
43http://www.metacritic.com/about-metascores
44http://www.vgchartz.com/about.php
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source of adaptation as Adaptation source column,
ability to change behavior pattern as Inter-behavior column,
ability to change small behavior areas as Intra-behavior column,
player profiling features as Player profiling column,

• popularity information section:

Metacritic score as Metacritic score column,
total sales (in millions of copies sold) as Total Sales column.

Each column in the AI section has a predefined set of values to be chosen for every
game case. In most cases, a cell has two values: text value and cell color value.
Color values also can be found in text form in the detailed tables throughout the
next sections. The next subsection will describe a legend for the AI section of the
analysis table (included in Appendix B).

AI information section of Analysis table consists of two subsections: basic infor-
mation (Goal-oriented, Flexible and Learning columns) and Adaptation informa-
tion (Direct/indirect adaptation, Inter-behavior, Intra-behavior and Player profiling
columns).

Basic information subsection Columns cells can take one of two textual val-
ues: Yes (if the feature is present in the game) or No (if the feature is not
present). Color cell values indicate authenticity and source of information:
green (in bold) is for official developers or company reports, interviews or posts,
and our conclusions on reported techniques; yellow (normal text) is for players
experience, reviews and posts, and our conclusions based on available informa-
tion.

Adaptation information subsection For this table subsection, values vary de-
pending on the column. The common color scheme for columns indicates the
source (as for Basic information subsection): green (in bold) for official sources;
yellow (normal text) for players sources. Some columns might have additional
color scheme representing subclasses and are described below.

Adaptation source column cells can take one of four textual values: Direct,
Indirect, Combination, and None. For details see Section 3.3.2. A cell can have
two color values: source indicator, and Subclass color for Direct subclasses.

Subclass colors are:

• bright blue (with DDA mark) is for Flow/pace control subclass,
• light blue (with SS mark) is for Sensory system subclass.

Intra-behavior column cell has one of the following values representing game
belonging to a specific class of intra-behavior adaptation: Combat, Pathfind-
ing, Other or None. Details can be found in the Section 3.3.3 (Intra-behavior
adaptation)).

Inter-behavior column cells take one of the following values representing levels
of the intra-behavior adaptation: None, Low, or High (the detailed description
can be found in the Section 3.3.4 (Inter-behavior adaptation)). Cell colour values
have only source indicator.
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Player profiling column cell can have one of the following values describing an
aspect of player behavior analyzed by the game system: Progress, Player Style
or None (see details in Section 3.3.5 (Player Profiling)).

The color scheme is also present for Metacritic score column in Popularity section
indicating rating gradient:

• green is for High game scores (75-100),

• orange is for Average game scores (50-74),

• red is for Low game scores (0-49).

High scores indicate critically acclaimed games, welcomed both by game critics
and reviewers. They are proved to be well-designed, have unique and high-detailed
visual style, balanced and interesting gameplay, and engaging story. From the tech-
nical side, the game is optimized, stable and have comfortable game controls sys-
tem.

Games with Average scores usually have problems with any of stated game
parts, often touching technical aspect of the game, e.g. lower level of optimization,
low graphics optimization or badly balanced control system.

Low game scores are given to the games with bad optimization, non-balanced
gameplay, frequent game crashes, simplified combat system etc.

4.2 Analysis and classification of games

This subsection is dedicated to our analysis of game AI systems of popular video
games and their classification according to our findings.

For the readability of tables present in this section some names of the selected
games were shortened. Here is the list of abbreviations:

• Amnesia I - Amnesia: The Dark Descent
• Arkham Asylum - Batman: Arkham Asylum
• Arkham City - Batman: Arkham City
• Deus Ex III - Deus Ex: Human Revolution
• MGSV - Metal Gear Solid V: The Phantom Pain
• Shadow of Mordor - Middle Earth: Shadow of Mordor
• NWN (Spronck) - Neverwinter nights (Spronck mode)
• R6 Siege Rainbow Six: Siege
• Shadow of Chernobyl - S.T.A.L.K.E.R: Shadow of Chernobyl
• GR Wildlands - Tom Clancy’s Ghost Recon Wildlands
• Blacklist - Tom Clancy’s Splinter Cell: Blacklist
• Pandora Tomorrow - Tom Clancy’s Splinter Cell: Pandora Tomorrow
• Fall of Cybertron - Transformers: Fall of Cybertron
• WoW - World of Warcraft
• XCOM: EU - XCOM: Enemy Unknown
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4.2.1 Similar features within genres

The first stage of the game sample analysis is referring to the basic features of
game AI including goal-orientation, flexibility and learning. Reactivity of the game
non-player characters was excluded from the further analysis since reactivity was
a precondition for the game sample selection: NPCs in most of the modern games
are reactive and responsive to the player’s actions and/or environment changes on
different levels of game AI complexity.

Initial grouping by common features, mentioned above, showed that games
within one genre tend to have similar basic AI.

4.2.1.1 Action genre

Action RPG NPCs appear to be goal-oriented in most studied cases, but at the same
time, only a few of NPCs have noticeable flexibility (see Table 4.2). In most studied
cases, learning NPC control AI is not used. Also, a brief overview of the Action
RPG group showed that games within this genre do not provide any inter-behavioral
adaptation, but there are slight variations in intra-behavior of the NPCs. A few
games appear to have combat adaptation, that can be explained by a domination of
Action aspect of the game, while only some elements of RPG appear in the game.

Basic information Adaptation information

Game name Goal-
oriented Flexible Learning Adaptation

source
Intra-

behavior
Inter-

behavior

Mass Effect No No No None Combat None
The Witcher 3 No No No None None None
Dark Souls Yes No No None None None
Dark Souls 2 Yes No No None Combat None
Diablo III Yes Yes No None None None
Fallout 3 Yes Yes No None None None

Table 4.2: Action RPG genre features.

Action and Action Adventure NPCs in most cases are goal-oriented and flexible.
Games also tend to use learning AI that is used to provide adaptation both intra- and
inter-behavioral by means of both direct or indirect adaptation.

However, there are outliers in the genre group that demonstrate different AI
features. They can be seen in the Table 4.345. These games belong to Rocksteady
Studios’ Batman Series and include Batman: Arkham Asylum and Batman: Arkham
City. Basing on the features gained by game analysis, Batman series AI matches
Action RPG series. A closer look at the games with features similar to Batman’s
revealed that they feature an open world, where emphasis is made on world explo-
ration rather than advanced combat experience (see Table 4.4).

The overall look at adaptation features of games of Action genre and subgen-
res has revealed that combat adaptation is common to the genre since experience
emphasis in these games is often made on combat, a popular feature within game
world.

45Here and further: Comb. is short for Combination. Path is short for Pathfinding
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Basic information Adaptation information

Game name Goal-
oriented Flexible Learning Adaptation

source
Intra-

behavior
Inter-

behavior

Far Cry 4 Yes Yes Yes Indirect Combat Low
Shadow of Mordor Yes Yes Yes Comb. None High
Arkham Asylum No No No None None None
Arkham City No No No Direct None None
ECHO Yes Yes Yes Indirect Combat High
Tomb Raider Yes Yes No None Combat None
The Last of Us Yes No No None Combat None

Table 4.3: Action and Action Adventure genre features.

Basic information Adaptation information

Game name Goal-
oriented Flexible Learning Adaptation

source
Intra-

behavior
Inter-

behavior

Arkham Asylum No No No None None None
Arkham City No No No Direct None None
Mass Effect No No No None Combat None
The Witcher 3 No No No None None None
Dark Souls Yes No No None None None
Dark Souls 2 Yes No No None Combat None

Table 4.4: Action with open world genre features.

4.2.1.2 Stealth genre

Analysis of the games of Stealth/Survival horror genre revealed high goal-orientation
and flexibility of NPCs. And even in the light of the fact that only around 30% of
the games have learning NPC control system, around 80% of the analyzed games
provide adaptation on different levels and different aspects (see Table 4.5).

Indirect adaptation, provided by collecting, analyzing, and using in-game statis-
tics, is usually applied for such kind of intra-behavioral adaption as patrolling paths
of the main antagonist. In games like Alien: Isolation and Monstrum pathfinding
adaptation is used for creating a sense of tension and fear for a human player, mak-
ing him feel like the monster is always nearby and can catch the player at any mo-
ment. In games like Thief and Dishonored, smart NPC, when alerted, start looking
for a player, making tasks harder to accomplish and, therefore, forcing the player to
find new ways of solving the problem or to get into the fight.

The most common kind of direct adaptation is parameterizing of NPC senses,
e.g. hearing, scent, sight. The result of touching one of those sensors is expressed
than in a form of alertness of the NPC. The alertness measure can be then subdi-
vided into several levels starting with noticing/suspicion and rising to a fully alerted
state. This kind of adaptation was firstly used in Thief ’s advanced sensory model,
which allowed the player to take advantage of shadows, lights, and covers, and then
successfully inherited by following Thief sequels and inspired Dishonored series
and Survival Horror games.

Combat intra-behavioral adaptation appeared to be quite a rare case in Stealth
games and is typical for those which combine Stealth and Action genres. Tasks
in such games typically include the elimination of numerous enemies which often
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forces players to go into combat. Examples of such games are Metal Gear, Deus
Ex, and Tom Clancy’s Splinter Cell series.

Basic information Adaptation information

Game name Goal-
oriented Flexible Learning Adaptation

source
Intra-

behavior
Inter-

behavior

Dishonored Yes Yes No Comb. Path None
Dishonored 2 Yes Yes No Comb. Path Low
Hitman:Absolution Yes Yes No Direct · Combat None
MGSV Yes Yes Yes Indirect Other Low
Thief 1 No No No Direct None None
Thief 4 Yes No No Direct Path None
Pandora Tomorrow Yes Yes Yes Indirect Combat None
Blacklist Yes Yes No Direct Combat Low
Deus Ex III Yes Yes No None Combat None
Alien: Isolation Yes Yes Yes Comb. Path None
Amnesia I Yes Yes No Comb. None None
Dying Light No No No None None None
Hello neighbor Yes No Yes Indirect Other None
Monstrum Yes Yes No Direct Path None

Table 4.5: Stealth/Survival Horror genre features.

4.2.1.3 Shooters

The below description touches two types of shooters: first-person shooters and
third-person shooters.

First-person shooter is the most popular video game genre. It gives a human
player the highest sense of engagement since s/he sees environment through the
eyes of the main protagonist. It was the first genre to challenge resource-consuming
3D graphics since players had to see the believable world around them in order not
to break immersion.

To increase this sense of immersion into the game environment, the believabil-
ity of hostile NPC is of the great importance and challenge. FPS usually is the
first genre to adopt new AI techniques in order to enhance tactical and strategical
strength and skills to bring NPC control systems on the new level.

The most popular technique used in FPS is Goal-Oriented Action Planning first
adopted by the game F.E.A.R. (described in Section 2.2.1 (AI-driven NPC behav-
ior)) and its successors like Hierarchical task network (HTN) planning [74].

Overview of the selected FPS games allows us to divide state-of-art shooters in
two big group:

• GOAP family with games that use AI techniques mentioned above or that
appear to have similar AI features, however, was not reported to use any of
the given techniques,

• Flow control family includes first-person shooters where the emphasis is made
on gameplay intensity and complexity flow.
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Games that use Planning in their NPC control systems are goal-oriented by def-
inition and flexible since action sequence is not predefined and depends only on
current goal. Games of these family usually do not have any learning ability and
do not progress through the game process. However, ability to define action se-
quence depending on player’s actions and current goal provide these games with a
low level of inter-behavior adaptation since behavior is not strictly predefined. The
type of inter-behavioral adaptation is mostly Combat adaptation dictated by specific
features of FPS genre. The above description can be seen in Table 4.6.

Among outliers there is S.T.A.L.K.E.R: Shadow of Chernobyl. They started
building their AI control system from simple determined FSM and went through
hierarchical FSM to GOAP. However, usage of planning technique is restricted only
to choosing the first action and it does not touch other parts of plan [75]. The system
of S.T.A.L.K.E.R appears to be very adaptive to environmental changes, rebuilding
the whole plan if some of the world parameters have changed. This system was
primarily applied to stalkers (characters that hunt treasures in abandoned zones like
Chernobyl Exclusion Zone filled with anomalies due to the nuclear explosion) and
not to monsters that walk around The Zone.

Another outlier is Rainbow Six: Siege, which has a set of feature typical for
GOAP family. However, due to player’s reviews, at some point in the game, the
NPCs can totally change a type of their behavior. Nonetheless, the Inter-behavior
feature of the game is set to Low since there is no visible adaptation towards the
human player, so the game can be considered as highly reactive.

Basic information Adaptation information

Game name Goal-
oriented Flexible Learning Adaptation

source
Intra-

behavior
Inter-

behavior

F.E.A.R. Yes Yes No None Combat Low
Half Life Yes Yes No None Combat Low
Halo 2 Yes Yes No None Combat Low
Killzone 3 Yes Yes No None Combat Low
R6 Siege Yes Yes No Direct Combat Low
Shadow of Chernobyl Yes Yes No Indirect Other Low

Table 4.6: FPS GOAP family features.

The second group of games have many common features with the first group re-
garding NPC behavior (goal-orientation and flexibility, see Table 4.7). But except
for that, games of this group apply learning techniques to adapt to players’ progres-
sion through the game via dynamic difficulty adjustment (see section 2.3.5.3).

The intensity of these games is parametrized and adjusted through the game
by analyzing players’ game proceeding speed and decreasing/increasing not only
power and frequency of attacks, but also the number of enemies attacking.

Despite having goal-orientation and flexibility features, Inter-behavioral fea-
tures of these games are set to None unlike the same feature in GOAP family. This
is done since players reviews report about the overall visible simplicity of NPC be-
havior itself. In the case of these games, Goal-orientation and Flexibility are mostly
related to process changes.
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Basic information Adaptation information

Game name Goal-
oriented Flexible Learning Adaptation

source
Intra-

behavior
Inter-

behavior

Evolve Yes Yes Yes Direct Combat None
Far Cry Yes Yes Yes Direct Combat None
Left 4 Dead Yes Yes Yes Direct Combat None

Table 4.7: FPS flow control family features.

Regarding third-person shooters, the analysis did not show any specific pattern
among selected TPS. In most cases, values are typical for GOAP family FPS, which
makes these values common for Shooter as a genre (see Table 4.8).

However, it should be taken into account that there are very few pure shooters
from the third-person perspective. This genre is the most influenced by other genres
and almost never goes alone with TPS only in description. Grouping by features
often sets mentioned games close to Action Adventures, since most of the Action
Adventures games include fights and shootings from the third-person perspective.

Worth mentioning that genre of the game does not necessarily allow to judge
about game antagonists and gameplay. Resident Evil series, for example, is defined
as Survival Horror by the developer, but we can say of this genre as of game setting
and atmosphere definitions in terms of story and environment. The gameplay of
Resident Evil series is typical for shooters according to players and our analysis.

Basic information Adaptation information

Game name Goal-
oriented Flexible Learning Adaptation

source
Intra-

behavior
Inter-

behavior

Gears of War No No No Direct Combat None
Max Payne 3 Yes Yes No Direct Combat Low
GR Wildlands Yes Yes Yes Indirect Combat Low
Fall of Cybertron Yes Yes No None Combat None
Resident Evil 4 Yes Yes No Direct Combat None

Table 4.8: TPS features.

Only one outlier for shooter genre appeared in the game list (see Table 4.9).
Titanfall is a multiplayer online shooter, so NPCs there act as fillers, even though
they can deal damage to the players. In this game, no complex AI was designed, but
the NPCs are able to perform visible communication and inform the player about
the situation on the battlefield and some prescribed actions.

Basic information Adaptation information

Game name Goal-
oriented Flexible Learning Adaptation

source
Intra-

behavior
Inter-

behavior

Titanfall No No No Indirect None None

Table 4.9: Features of outlying shooter games.
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4.2.1.4 Strategies

Strategy is one of fewer game genres where the goal of the AI is to win over human
player rather than keep him on the edge but allow to win in the end. Good AI in
RTS should be goal-oriented, flexible, smart and more important - learning.

Almost all of the modern strategies played against computer AI player (we do
not take into account multiplayer games) adopt learning techniques as can be seen
from the Table 4.10. Old games are an exception since, at the time of their develop-
ment, smart learning game AI was rare and quite resource consuming feature.

However, learning feature will not necessarily appear in the final project and be
delivered to actual players. Even though these games have learning AI, systems are
trained before they reach the final user. But in most cases, nevertheless, they are
trained by humans.

Looking at other features, due to specifics of the genre, Strategy genre uses
indirect adaptation, gathering authorized relevant information from the game world
and the current state of the game. This information is then can be used for making
major decisions on tactical and strategical levels, thus, providing the game with high
inter-behavior adaptation.

Basic information Adaptation information

Game name Goal-
oriented Flexible Learning Adaptation

source
Intra-

behavior
Inter-

behavior

Attila:Total War Yes Yes Yes Indirect None High
Empire:Total War Yes Yes Yes Indirect None High
Supreme Commander Yes Yes No None None None
Total war Yes Yes Yes Indirect None High
WoW Yes Yes No None None None
XCOM: EU Yes No No None None None

Table 4.10: Strategy features.

At the same time, games of this genre do not provide any intra-behavior adap-
tation. Smaller units do not make their own decisions and do not select actions.
All moves made are dictated by AI player according to its tactical and strategical
decisions, so most of the developers refused from independent unit control.

However, this features mostly belong to Total War series as one of the most
progressive games. The first game was released in 2000, and since then developers
continuously review and improve the AI of the game series, adding progression to
AI systems. These features were not spotted in other representatives of the genre.

Other popular strategy games, that appeared in the table, are rather old games,
even XCOM: Enemy Unknown (being a new game, it is a remaster of the old game
UFO: Enemy Unknown46). But even since the time of their first release, the AI
systems have been keeping the same course of development without focusing on
inter-behavioral adaptation.

46Mythos Games, MicroProse, 1994. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/UFO:_Ene
my_Unknown
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4.2.2 AI learning in popular video games

Since the ability to learn is a basic feature of artificial intelligence by academic
definition, we decided to take a look at how often it is used in modern state-of-art
video games and how it is used to bring adaptability to a human player.

Only 32% out of 50 selected games were reported to use learning techniques or
they appeared to use them according to players and critics’ reviews. In all the cases
of learning ability of AI in those games, learning technique was used to adapt to
human player actions. Selection of games with learning AI can be seen below in
Table 4.11.

As can be seen from the table, a great percent of games with learning AI is using
advanced AI techniques to provide high inter-behavior adaptation towards a player,
which means that NPCs are able to follow players actions and change their behavior
in a very reactive way in response to environmental changes. The behavior is mostly
changed by means of analysis of static information that can be extracted from the
game environment and is allowed for retrieval by the intelligent system (Indirect
adaptation feature). This could be explained by the fact that this kind of learning
and adaptation is easy to test and the least resource consuming, what is critical for
computer games which require high performance rate.

Basic information Adaptation information

Game name Goal-
oriented Flexible Learning Adaptation

source
Intra-

behavior
Inter-

behavior

ECHO Yes Yes Yes Indirect Combat High
Shadow of Mordor Yes Yes Yes Comb. None High
NWN (Spronck mode) No Yes Yes Direct None High
Attila:Total War Yes Yes Yes Indirect None High
Empire:Total War Yes Yes Yes Indirect None High
Total war Yes Yes Yes Indirect None High
Black & White Yes Yes Yes Direct Other High
GR Wildlands Yes Yes Yes Indirect Combat Low
Far Cry 4 Yes Yes Yes Indirect Combat Low
MGSV Yes Yes Yes Indirect Other Low
Evolve Yes Yes Yes Direct Combat None
Far Cry Yes Yes Yes Direct Combat None
Left 4 Dead Yes Yes Yes Direct Combat None
Pandora Tomorrow Yes Yes Yes Indirect Combat None
Hello neighbor Yes No Yes Indirect Other None
Alien:Isolation Yes Yes Yes Comb. Path None

Table 4.11: Games with learning AI.

However, there are few examples of the games, that use Direct adaptation type.
In the selected games they are Black & White god game and experimental AI mod
for Neverwinter Nights by P. Spronck [21]. Behavior in these games is parametrized
and changes immediately in response to player actions.

In Spronck’s Neverwinter Nights mod every action or sequence has its weight
which is adjusted through the game process, marking the most and the least effective
actions. For the next encounter with a human player, the new action sequence is
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chosen by selecting the most effective ones. But, despite for Direct adaptation type,
changes are applied between stages of the game and not directly. The technique
used in this mode was described in Section 2.3.5.1 (Dynamic scripting)

Black & White is rising a pet game. The monsters, main NPCs of the game,
change their behavior by being punished or treated for certain actions. Evidently,
they will choose to perform the actions they are treated for more often than actions
that they are punished for. More about AI in Black & White can be read in [44].

A smaller amount of games uses learning techniques for low inter-behavior, ad-
justing behavior pattern to fit player’s behavior and force to find cheats to overcome
new actions. For example, Metal Gear Solid V: The Phantom Pain learns from
player’s preferable actions and adds new behaviors to the current set. If a player
prefers sneaking at night and killing in stealth style, enemies will start patrolling
area borders with flashlights, preventing the player from secret sneaking. Or they
will start wearing helmets if the player tends to perform a lot of headshots.

Learning techniques can also be used for intra-behavior adaptation. Collecting
and analyzing static information from game environment allows hostile NPC to
choose most effective patrolling paths like it is done in Alien: Isolation. The alien,
main protagonist, uses its senses and memory to visit places where he noticed or
killed player last time or patrol the area close to loud noise sources.

Regarding games that seem not to use learning techniques, they still can provide
some level of inter- and intra-behavior adaptation, which, however, can be consid-
ered as high reactivity rather than adaptability. The games shown below (see Table
4.12) are reported without learning features of NPC control system, however, ad-
vanced decision-making and action-selecting technique allows hostiles to perform
visibly different behaviors.

Basic information Adaptation information

Game name Goal-
oriented Flexible Learning Adaptation

source
Intra-

behavior
Inter-

behavior

R6 Siege Yes Yes No Direct Combat Low
Max Payne 3 Yes Yes No Direct Combat Low
Blacklist Yes Yes No Direct Combat Low
F.E.A.R. Yes Yes No None Combat Low
Half Life Yes Yes No None Combat Low
Halo 2 Yes Yes No None Combat Low
Killzone 3 Yes Yes No None Combat Low
Shadow of Chernobyl Yes Yes No Indirect Other Low
Dishonored 2 Yes Yes No Comb. Path Low

Table 4.12: Games with no learning AI and low inter-behavior adaptability.

Learning technique is not a necessary feature for providing intra-behavioral
adaptation as well. As can be seen from the Table 4.13, some games use direct
and indirect adaptation to change different areas of their behavior, which, however,
can be considered as distraction from primary behavior.
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Basic information Adaptation information

Game name Goal-
oriented Flexible Learning Adaptation

source
Intra-

behavior
Inter-

behavior

Dishonored Yes Yes No Comb. Pth None
Resident Evil 4 Yes Yes No Direct Combat None
Hitman:Absolution Yes Yes No Direct Combat None
Gears of War No No No Direct Combat None
Thief 4 Yes No No Direct Path None
Monstrum Yes Yes No Direct Path None

Table 4.13: Games with no learning AI and intra-behavior adaptability.

4.3 Intra-behavior Adaptation Analysis

Intra-behavior adaptation appears to be a very frequent case in modern video games.
Around 60 % of studied games are able to change parts of NPC behavior, including
combat behavior and pathfinding as the most frequently used.

Adaptation information

Game name Genre Adaptation
source

Intra-
behavior

Inter-
behavior

Far Cry 4 Action Indirect Combat Low
Tomb Raider Action Adventure None Combat None
ECHO Action Adventure Indirect Combat High
Mass Effect Action RPG None Combat None
Dark Souls 2 Action, RPG None Combat None
The Last of Us Action, Stealth None Combat None
Rainbow Six: Siege FPS Direct Combat Low
F.E.A.R. FPS None Combat Low
Half Life FPS None Combat Low
Halo 2 FPS None Combat Low
Killzone 3 FPS None Combat Low
Evolve FPS Direct Combat None
Far Cry FPS Direct Combat None
Left 4 Dead FPS, Survival Horror Direct Combat None
Hitman:Absolution Stealth Direct Combat None
Pandora Tomorrow Stealth Indirect Combat None
Blacklist Stealth, Action Direct Combat Low
Deus Ex III Stealth, Action RPG None Combat None
Max Payne 3 TPS Direct Combat Low
Gears of War TPS Direct Combat None
Fall of Cybertron TPS None Combat None
GR Wildlands TPS Indirect Combat Low
Resident Evil 4 TPS, Survival Horror Direct Combat None

Table 4.14: Games with combat intra-behavior adaptation.

More than 60 % of games that adapt intra-behavior use combat alterations (see
Table 4.14) to prevent NPCs from repeating the same fight pattern. If a human
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player spots a repeated sequence of actions in response to his behavior, nothing
stops him from exploiting a revealed weakness of enemies further in the game.
Combat adaptation became an essential part of AI control system in shooters and
action games focused on a fight with enemies.

Most of the first-person shooters analyzed through the work use advanced com-
bat adaptation in their systems. The initiator of this tendency is F.E.A.R. game
mentioned a few times before. Their combat AI system remains one of the most
challenging systems even thirteen years after the first release. Combat alterations
appeared earlier (for example, in Far Cry released the same year with F.E.A.R., and
in Half Life, 1998), however, on the lower level of complexity.

Another widely used part of behavior adaptation is advanced pathfinding. De-
spite pathfinding being a commonly referred problem and claimed to be solved,
in most games, it is present on an elementary, not adaptive level. However, adap-
tive pathfinding is crucial for Stealth and Survival Horror games (see Table 4.15),
where enemies are supposed to look for a hiding player orienting on their senses
and, sometimes, memory.

Adaptation information

Game name Genre Adaptation
source

Intra-
behavior

Inter-
behavior

Dishonored 2 Stealth Combination Path Low
Dishonored Stealth Combination Path None
Thief 4 Stealth Direct Path None
Monstrum Survival Horror Direct Path None
Alien:Isolation Survival Horror Combination Path None

Table 4.15: Games with pathfinding adaptation.

As can be seen from the table, adaptive pathfinding often uses direct adaptation
source, a parametrized sensory system, responsible for the level of NPC alertness.
Distracted by the noise, NPC will change its patrolling path to look for the source.

In games such as Thief, patrolling routes change for a limited amount of time,
necessary to check out what is happening. However, if a player was not spotted,
soldiers come back to their predefined routine.

In more recent games like Alien: Isolation or Monstrum, enemies’ patrolling
routes are the central source of challenge in the game since the goal of the game is
to create a feeling of fear that monster is somewhere nearby. Once distracted, the
enemy will change its route to be closer to the player, to look for him in places of
past encounters.

A smaller group of games has got a kind of adaptation that does not fit into any
mentioned group, so we separated them into experimental class grouping outliers
(see Table 4.16).

Hostile monsters in S.T.A.L.K.E.R: Shadow of Chernobyl have stable behavior
and fixed actions, but the game world is filled with so-called A-Life, e.g. stalkers
that behave almost like players and have to adapt to the environment, set their goal
and make decisions, which is a primary goal of NPC control system. Black &
White NPCs have a complex, flexible behavior divisible into smaller adaptive parts,
e.g. food choice. Metal Gear Solid V: The Phantom Pain appeared in experimental
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class since the situation is similar to Black & White: complex behavior (called
Revenge System or Enemy Preparedness in the game) is divided into smaller parts
and decisions, e.g. wearing a helmet, patrolling borders with flashlights, etc. Hello
neighbor AI can be considered as Revenge System as well: antagonist, a neighbor
of the main hero, places traps on the spots of previous encounters. The remarkable
thing about Hello neighbor is that setting traps is the only behavior type of the
NPC. However, we considered this fact as not satisfying for setting High rank of
inter-behavior adaptation.

Adaptation information

Game name Genre Adaptation
source

Intra-
behavior

Inter-
behavior

Shadow of Chernobyl FPS Indirect Other Low
Black & White God Game Direct Other High
MGSV Stealth Indirect Other Low
Hello neighbor Survival Horror Indirect Other None

Table 4.16: Games with unique adaptation.

Overview of games that do not provide any type of inter-behavior adaptation
revealed a few genres that typically relate to this class (see Table 4.17).

Adaptation information

Game name Genre Adaptation
source

Intra-
behavior

Inter-
behavior

Shadow of Mordor Action Comb. None High
Arkham City Action Adventure Direct None None
Arkham Asylum Action Adventure None None None
The Witcher 3 Action RPG None None None
Dark Souls Action, RPG None None None
Diablo III Action, RPG None None None
Fallout 3 Action, RPG None None None
Titanfall FPS Indirect None None
NWN (Spronck) RPG Direct None High
Thief 1 Stealth Direct None None
Supreme Commander Strategy, RTS None None None
WoW Strategy, RTS None None None
Attila:Total War Strategy, RTS Indirect None High
Empire:Total War Strategy, RTS Indirect None High
Total war Strategy, RTS Indirect None High
XCOM: EU Strategy, TBT, RPG None None None
Amnesia I Survival Horror Comb. None None
Dying Light Survival Horror None None None

Table 4.17: Games with no intra-behavior adaptation.
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Most of the Action RPG games appeared in the class with no inter-behavior
alterations. They feature open-world, focused on environment and enemies explo-
ration rather then complexity if enemies behavior. However, Dark Souls 2, a sequel
of Dark Souls, has made a step towards more challenging NPCs and implemented
slight Combat pattern alterations to each enemy.

All of the selected RTS games do not have any inter-behavior adaptability as
well. The reason for setting None-value is overall control of the player AI: the
system decides about all the moves made and actions taken, but units do not have
any control over their actions.

4.4 Inter-behavior Adaptation Analysis

Since the primary goal of adaptation to a human player is providing him with chal-
lenging gameplay that fits his skills and preferences and brings the sense of engage-
ment, visible high inter-behavior adaptation is the best sign of success. However,
only around 15% of games reviewed for this project, appear to adapt to the player’s
style and preferences completely or at a very high level (see Table 4.18).

The remarkable fact is a variety of genres with highly adaptable NPC control
system, but high adaptation appears to be a rare case in shooters despite the popu-
larity of the genre and a goal for developers to improve shooters game AI. Majority
of games belong to the real-time strategy genre, where the primary goal of opponent
player in RTS is a victory over the human player using the same rules. Should be
taken into account, however, that these games belong to one series.

Other games with high changeable behavior are mostly experimental games like
ECHO, Black & White, and Middle Earth: Shadow of Mordor. ECHO uses player
action statistics and copies players style forcing the player to fight against himself
and to find other ways of task accomplishment. Black & White game adaptation
features were described in Section 4.2.2. Middle Earth: Shadow of Mordor uses
specially designed Nemesis system to select most challenging enemies, based on
in-game encounters, and evolve survived enemies in order to drop them to fight in
later game stages.

Adaptation information

Game name Genre Adaptation
source

Intra-
behavior

Inter-
behavior

ECHO Action Adventure Indirect Combat High
Shadow of Mordor Action Combination None High
NWN (Spronck) RPG Direct None High
Total war Strategy, RTS Indirect None High
Black & White God Game Direct Other High
Attila:Total War Strategy, RTS Indirect None High
Empire:Total War Strategy, RTS Indirect None High

Table 4.18: Games with high inter-behavior adaptation.

The amount of games with low inter-behavioral adaptation is higher, but still not
a state-of-art in video games (see Table 4.19) despite the fact that some techniques
are rather old, tested and tried (like the technique used in F.E.A.R., that still remains
one of the most challenging [36]).
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FPS appears more likely to have low inter-behavior adaptation. Based on specifics
of shooter genre and our analysis, we can assume that the reason of providing low
behavior adaptation rather than high is that the primary goal of shooters is a number
of enemies killed, but not the quality of kills by themselves. In this case advanced
decision making on-the-spot is more preferable then complete behavior changes
which will be very resource consuming.

One more remarkable thing about low inter-behavior adaptation is that it does
not necessarily need learning techniques to be adopted in the game system. As it
was described in Section 4.2.2, low inter-behavior adaptation can be considered as
high-level reactivity to human player actions. But these control systems do not learn
from the player and do not remember his preferences and do not take advantage of
his style.

Adaptation information

Game name Genre Adaptation
source

Intra-
behavior

Inter-
behavior

Far Cry 4 Action Indirect Combat Low
R6 Siege FPS Direct Combat Low
F.E.A.R. FPS None Combat Low
Half Life FPS None Combat Low
GR Wildlands TPS Indirect Combat Low
Halo 2 FPS None Combat Low
Killzone 3 FPS None Combat Low
Blacklist Stealth, Action Direct Combat Low
Max Payne 3 TPS Direct Combat Low
Shadow of Chernobyl FPS Indirect Other Low
MGSV Stealth Indirect Other Low
Dishonored 2 Stealth Comb. Path Low

Table 4.19: Games with low inter-behavior adaptation.

4.5 Adaptation Sources Analysis

Analysis of the ways how adaptation is implemented in the games revealed that
despite the high complexity and resource requirements, numerous games (around
30%) use Direct adaptation (see Table 4.20).

Usage of Direct adaptation can be, in turn, divided into three subclasses high-
lighting primary features of Direct adaptation implementation.

The games marked with Direct (DDA) feature designate games with dynamic
difficulty adjustment and flow/pace control described in Section 2.3.5.3. Multi-
player or co-op games with flow control orient on player’s progress through the
game, making sure that players still go further through the gameplay. Left 4 Dead
and Evolve are significant representatives of these type with Left 4 Dead as devel-
opers of AI Director system used in a few games. Among DDA class of games,
there is Batman: Arkham City which does not use AI Director-like system, how-
ever, amount of enemies is adjusted according to player’s ability to pass the task.
Resident Evil 4 applies Dynamic Difficulty Adjustment as well.

The games with Direct (SS) feature use parametrized senses (sight, hearing etc.)
for NPC decision-making system. As was discussed before, reaction to sensory
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system irritations appears in Stealth and Survival Horror games where inappropriate
player action can cause the enemy to spot him and reveal the current hiding place.
For games like Alien: Isolation and Monstrum it is crucial since most of the face-
to-face encounters lead to significant damage or death.

Adaptation information

Game name Genre Adaptation
source

Intra-
behavior

Inter-
behavior

R6 Siege FPS Direct Combat Low
Max Payne 3 TPS Direct Combat Low
Resident Evil 4 TPS, Survival Horror Direct (DDA) Combat None
Arkham City Action Adventure Direct None None
NWN (Spronck) RPG Direct None High
Black & White God Game Direct Other High
Evolve FPS Direct (DDA) Combat None
Far Cry FPS Direct (DDA) Combat None
Left 4 Dead FPS, Survival Horror Direct (DDA) Combat None
Hitman:Absolution Stealth Direct (SS) Combat None
Blacklist Stealth, Action Direct (SS) Combat Low
Gears of War TPS Direct (SS) Combat None
Thief 1 Stealth Direct (SS) None None
Thief 4 Stealth Direct (SS) Pathfinding None
Monstrum Survival Horror Direct (SS) Pathfinding None

Table 4.20: Games with Direct adaptation.

The other records with Direct feature indicate outliers that do not fit these ma-
jor classes. Black & White uses parametrized preferences and behaviors for the
monsters, Spronck’s Neverwinter nights mode assigns weights to enemies behav-
ior and adjusts them through the fight. Some games are not reported to have any
parameters, but, according to players reviews, Rainbow Six: Siege NPCs react on
a significant amount of dead people among them and might decide to completely
change their behavior. However, should be taken into account that this might be
prescripted behavior since no learning AI was reported.

Indirect adaptation is another significant class of adaptation source in games
(see Table 4.21). Around 20 % of games use static information from the game
environment and player’s action to adjust the behavior of NPC.

In Total War series, steps, taken by a human player, influence both tactics and
global strategy of opponent AI player. Hello neighbor uses previous encounters as a
basis for setting traps. Recent experimental game ECHO defines the whole behavior
pattern based on player’s actions. But in general, no visible pattern appears among
games that use Indirect adaptation type.

A smaller amount of games use both Direct and Indirect adaptation for different
or common purposes or in a couple.

Alien: Isolation implements both methods for optimization of pathfinding. Parametrized
senses are used for spotting a player’s hideout, while memory about previous en-
counters is a basis for choosing the best patrolling path. However, the latter was not
reported by developers, so it is based on players’ reviews. Middle Earth: Shadow
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of Mordor’s Nemesis system uses both types of information analysis to evolve sur-
vived enemies. Static information gained from the player after the encounter and
about the player is remembered and then used to adjust parameters of the survived
NPC, which can further be promoted to a higher rank and revenge [76, 77].

Adaptation information

Game name Genre Adaptation
source

Intra-
behavior

Inter-
behavior

Far Cry 4 Action Indirect Combat Low
ECHO Action Adventure Indirect Combat High
Pandora Tomorrow Stealth Indirect Combat None
GR Wildlands TPS Indirect Combat Low
Titanfall FPS Indirect None None
Total war Strategy, RTS Indirect None High
Attila:Total War Strategy, RTS Indirect None High
Empire:Total War Strategy, RTS Indirect None High
Shadow of Chernobyl FPS Indirect Other Low
MGSV Stealth Indirect Other Low
Hello neighbor Survival Horror Indirect Other None

Table 4.21: Games with Indirect adaptation.

Adaptation information

Game name Genre Adaptation
source

Intra-
behavior

Inter-
behavior

Shadow of Mordor Action Comb. None High
Amnesia I Survival Horror Comb. None None
Dishonored 2 Stealth Comb. Path Low
Dishonored Stealth Comb. Path None
Alien:Isolation Survival Horror Comb. Path None

Table 4.22: Games with combination of Direct and Indirect adaptations.

Dishonored series case has different purposes for both types of adaptation. The
direct adaptation was implemented in the form of parametrized alertness to trigger
behavior patterns. The static information from the world changes caused by the
player influences some details of the story or even the whole final of the game. This
is called Level of Chaos. For example, rats, the source of the plague that captures the
city of Dunwall (setting of the game), appear in larger amounts if the player goes
through the game with killing style. More rats cause more death among citizens
which leads to high Level of Chaos and high rate of disorders in the city, making
the final grimmer. In the sequel, Dishonored 2, stealing from black market shops
causes rumours and, as a result, difficulties in visiting those shops again.

4.6 Player Profiling Analysis

Despite any adaptation to a human player being a player profiling (see Section
2.3.3.1) since it is based on player’s actions, only a few aspects of the player’s
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style and in-game behavior are now analyzed and used by AI systems. Among the
studied games, we separated two classes of player profiling: Player Style (see Table
4.23) and Progress or DDA which includes flow control (see Table 4.24). For more
information about DDA and flow control see subsections 2.3.5 and 2.3.5.3.

Adaptation information

Game name Genre Adaptation
source

Intra-
behavior

Inter-
behavior

Player
Profiling

Dishonored 2 Stealth Comb. (SS) Pathfinding Low Player Style
Dishonored Stealth Comb. (SS) Pathfinding None Player Style
Thief 4 Stealth Direct (SS) Pathfinding None Player Style

Table 4.23: Games defining Player Style.

Player Style is an important part of Dishonored series since it has an impact
on the environment and story progression as it was described in subsection 4.5.
Thief 4 AI system is able to recognize player style as Ghost (absolute Stealth),
Opportunist (taking advantage of available materials and tools, picking pockets
etc.), and Predator (elimination of enemies on the way to the task accomplishment)
citethief4playstyle. The playstyle is defined as the part of each of the given styles in
percents with a further selection of prevailing. However, this information does not
affect any part of the game except for Achievement section.

Adaptation information

Game name Genre Adaptation
source

Intra-
behavior

Inter-
behavior

Player
Profiling

Resident Evil 4 TPS Direct (DDA) Combat None Progress
Arkham City Action Direct (DDA) None None Progress
Evolve FPS Direct (DDA) Combat None Progress
Far Cry FPS Direct (DDA) Combat None Progress
Left 4 Dead FPS Direct (DDA) Combat None Progress

Table 4.24: Games adapting flow control.

Variety of games have the Dynamic Difficulty Adjustment system, but only a
few cases were reported or studied by experts. As a rule, difficulty changes are
smooth and hardly noticeable from the player’s side. So we selected a set of games
which have development reports announcing usage of DDA systems in their prod-
ucts. Left 4 Dead AI controls the flow of the game, making it more relaxing if
players do not progress and increase tension (by increasing amount of monsters, a
frequency of their appearance etc.) if progression is too fast. This system, called
AI Director, was then used in several games, including Far Cry series and Evolve.
Batman: Arkham city was not reported to use AI Director, however, the game can
adjust the number of enemies based on the player progression.

Revealed DDA system in Resident Evil 4 assigns a rank to the player based on
in-game success. Every kill gives points to the player; the amount of given points
depends on speed and efficiency of the kill. Complexity can change significantly
through the game and even move from predefined level (the one selected in the
game settings, typically includes Easy, Medium, and Hard) to lower or higher.
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4.7 Summary of classification

In the analysis of usage of artificial intelligence in video games, a classification of
game AI was developed to define specific AI agent features inherent to game genres;
levels of complexity of AI in video games; adaptation type and sources in the game
AI systems.

For game AI analysis, action (adventure/RPG), shooter (first-/third-person), stealth
(including survival horror) and strategy genres were selected as the most popular
genres. However, a few games of other genres appeared due to their outstanding
implementation or other reasons.

Genre analysis revealed three overlapping subgroups in Action genre: Action
RPG (1), Action Adventure (2), and Open-world (3). (1) features goal-oriented,
but not flexible AI without any advanced implementations in most cases; (2) (in-
cluding pure Action), in contrary, appeared flexible in addition to goal-orientation
and provided combat adaptation. However, both groups had outliers which had an
open-world as common feature defining other common features. These games form
(3).

Stealth and Survival horror games had many features in common including goal-
orientation and flexibility. Many games in the genre have learning AI, that uses
the in-game information to adapt, mostly, certain parts of their behavior (usually,
pathfinding).

Shooters have goal-orientation, flexibility and combat adaptation inherent to al-
most all of the selected games in the genre. The set of FPS games can also be
subdivided into two subgroups: GOAP family (uses GOAP-like AI techniques) and
flow control family (adapts intensity of game process). No specific pattern was re-
vealed for TPS: the group demonstrated common shooter features and influence of
neighbor genres since TPS is usually coupled to other genres (e.g. Action Adven-
ture).

Strategy genre analysis revealed goal-orientation and flexibility as common fea-
tures with learning as a frequent feature. Games of the genre usually have inter-
behavior adaptation, but no intra-behavior alterations.

Analysis of learning AI usage in games revealed that 32% of selected games fea-
ture learning. In most cases, learning AI uses static information from games to adapt
both behavioral patterns and certain parts of behavior (inter- and intra-adaptation).
Two small group of games were separated from games without learning AI since
they were still able to provide inter- and intra-behavioral adaptation: Highly re-
active (1) and Distraction (2) groups. (1) uses advanced planning systems or other
non-learning techniques to provide new patterns, and (2) has adopted advanced sen-
sory systems or DDA.

Majority of high Inter-behavior adaptation cases was spotted in RTS genre and
experimental games of different genres, so there is no visible genre pattern for
highly adaptive games. Source of adaptation in this game group is usually static
information gained from games environment and player’s actions (indirect adapta-
tion). A number of games with low inter-behavior adaptation do not use any source
from player or environment, but advanced AI techniques like GOAP.

Intra-behavior adaptation was subdivided into four major classes touching dif-
ferent aspects of behavior: Combat (1), Pathfinding (2), Other/Unique (3), and None
(4). (1) is primarily used in shooters and action games to interact with the environ-
ment and respond to player’s actions. (2) is inherent to most stealth games since the
hostile NPC’s task is to look for player’s location. (3) groups games with outstand-
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ing adaptation types, not found in any other games or used in a very limited amount.
Games with no intra-behavioral adaptation belong to (4). Most of the games in this
group belong to Open-world Action games and RTS.

Games were also classified based on the source of adaptation they use for game
adjustment: games with Direct (1), Indirect (2), Combined adaptation, and None
class (4). (1) was also divided into three subclasses: DDA/flow control, sensory
systems (not always provides adaptation, but able to analyze environment) and Out-
liers (do not fit previous subclasses, but uses Direct adaptation for other purposes).
No significant pattern was noticed for (2), but this source is widely used for High
Inter-behavior adaptation. (3) can use both sources, coupled, for one purpose, or for
different parts of the game. (4) groups games that do not use any information from
the player.

Player profiling abilities are another way of classifying games and the most re-
lated to adaptation to the human player. However, only a small amount of games
that implement player profiling was found. They can be separated into two major
classes: Player Style (1) and Progress (2). (1) analyzes player style based on prefer-
able actions, and (2) uses player performance in the game to adjust the intensity and
complexity of the game.

4.7.1 Popularity Analysis

Adaptable artificial intelligence is a promising technique to improve quality of
games and bring in more challenge and sense of engagement to players. Popu-
lar modern video games are already making steps towards advanced AI systems in
their games bringing more believability and challenge to game worlds. However,
the need for advanced AI techniques in the game is still an open question [24]. The
question is if games that can adapt to human player style are more welcomed both
by critics and players and if it worths for game-development companies to adopt
more advanced AI techniques in their products.

4.7.1.1 Advanced AI Popularity

Based on the analysis of selected games and their control AI systems, we have
separated all the games into three groups depending on the complexity of the AI:
games with (1) basic AI, (2) highly reactive AI and (3) advanced AI.

To the category (1) we decided to put games that have three or less positive fea-
tures out of six (by positive we mean values different from No/None). In most cases,
these games do not implement any adaptation features and rarely have goal-oriented
and flexible AI agents. Some of them might have positive values for adaptation sec-
tion features, but they are simplified or do not directly touch crucial part of NPC
behavior.

Category (2) consists of games marked as Highly reactive during the analysis
phase. The amount of games is less than 25% of the selection set, but they are
praised representers of state-of-art game AI. The set includes highly-rated games
like F.E.A.R., Half Life and Far Cry 4.

Games that have four and more positive values belong to category (3). Repre-
sentatives of this category have goal-oriented and flexible AI with adaptation fea-
tures present. Most of the games with learning AI belong to this category.
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As can be seen from the Table 4.25, games from Basic AI (1) and Advanced
AI (3) categories have a rather big difference between average scores with (1) as
a leader. Score deviation of (3) is higher since Hello Neighbor and Monstrum has
got extremely low score compared to the majority: only 40 out of 100 and 57 out
of 100, respectively, when most of the games have scores between 80 and 91. After
removing the outlier, the situation has got better: the average score became 4,6
points higher. At the same time, most of the games in (1) show higher rates with
scores between 85 and 95.

The similar situation can be seen in Sales of (1) and (3): sales rate of (1) is twice
higher than the sales rate of (3). The average sales amount of games in the category
(3) is 1,98 millions of copies, while sales of games of (1) are about 4,3 million.
Most of the games in (1) have sales amount in the range from 2 to 7, while the
range of sales majority of (3) spreads in the range between 0,01 and 4. Removing
outliers has not change situation. However, sales deviation is lower for (3).

Game category Number of
entries

Average
score

Score
deviation

Average
sales, m

Sales
deviation

Basic AI (1) 21 87,2 6,38 4,32 3,24

High-reactive AI (2) 12 85,3 7,18 4,05 2,53

Advanced AI (3) 16
80,8

(85,4)
14,04
(5,79)

1,98
(2,23)

2,06
(2,09)

Table 4.25: Average scores and sales of games with different AI groups.

Category (2) shows a higher average sales rate, but an average score is lower
than (1)’s. However, the difference between scores is competitive and deviation of
sales rates is also smaller. Besides, around 50% of games of (2) have sales rate
around 4 million and higher, while (1) has only 47% and (3) has only 20%.

Regarding the relationship between Metacritic score and sales for games with
different levels of AI complexity, only Advanced AI group shows a weak to mod-
erate positive correlations as can be seen from the Figure 4.6 (here and further
Pearson correlation coefficient is used). Two outliers have been excluded from the
analysis due to their extremely low scores compared to the rest of the data.

4.7.1.2 Popularity of Adaptive AI

For the basic study of the popularity of games with adaptive AI, the set of analyzed
games was divided into two groups: games that provide any kind of inter- or intra-
behavior adaptation (positive values in Intra-behavior and Inter-behavior columns)
and games with no such features. The results can be seen in the Table 4.26.

The average score of adaptive games is higher than non-adaptive games, how-
ever, the sales rates show a big gap: the average amount of sold copies of games with
non-adaptive AI is 4,7 million, while adaptive games have 3,1 millions of copies.
At the same time, games with adaptive AI have a much higher dispersion of scores,
but, unexpectedly, sales dispersion is lower.
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Figure 4.6: Scatter plot of total sales against Metacritic scores, for the different
game AI groups. In the current study sample, there is a weak to moderate positive
correlation for both the “Basic AI” and “Advanced AI” category (n=21, p=0,39 and
n=16, p=0,25 respectively), but not for “Highly reactive AI” (n=12, p=0,147). The
blue and gray lines show the linear models for the “Basic AI” and “Advanced AI”
categories, respectively. See also Table 4.25.

Game category Number of
entries

Average
score

Score
deviation

Average
sales, m

Sales
deviation

Non-Adaptive AI 13 88,2 5,00 4,72 3,65
Adaptive AI 36 83,4 10,96 3,09 2,49

Table 4.26: Average scores and sales of adaptive and non-adaptive games.

To discover the relation between the complexity of AI and game popularity
deeper, more specific grouping is needed to analyze the popularity of adaptive video
games.

Most of the studied games implement adaptation on different levels of complex-
ity. We have divided the game list into two groups containing cases that alter only
certain parts of behavior (Intra-behavior adaptation) and game additionally imple-
menting Inter-behavior adaptation.

As can be seen from the Table 4.27, the average score of Inter-behavior class is
higher than average scores of games with Intra-behavior alterations. But in Intra-
behavior group a few outliers appear having a big gap between the majority of
values and outliers values.

However, the average amount of sales is comparable for both groups. Games
with inter-behavior adaptation show slightly higher average sales, but the dispersion
of the values is also bigger since some of the games are rather old and have not got
high sales rates. Also, the unreliability of some sources influences the results of the
analysis: only a small number of publishers report total sales of their products, so
the data within the table is approximated values from different sources showing the
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number of downloads.

Game category Number of
entries

Average
score

Score
deviation

Average
sales, m

Sales
deviation

Intra-behavior only 18 81,7 14,18 2,97 2,20
Inter-behavior 18 85,1 6,33 3,21 2,81

Table 4.27: Average scores and sales of games with intra-behavior adaptation only
and with inter-behavior adaptation.

The scatter plot of total sales against Metacritic scores for groups with different
types of adaptation (see Figure 4.27) demonstrates, that, despite the outliers, only
intra-behavior group has a weak to moderate positive correlation between Metacritic
scores and total sales.

Figure 4.7: Scatter plot of total sales against Metacritic scores, for groups with
different types of adaptation (intra-behavior and inter-behavior adaptation). In the
current study sample, there is a weak to moderate positive correlation for games
with intra-behavior adaptation (n=18, p=0,547) (the situation stays the same after
removing outliers with scores less then 60), but not for games with inter-behavior
adaptation (n=18, p=0,136). The blue line shows the linear models for the category
of intra-behavior adaptation. See also Table 4.27.

Addressing H1 and H2 (see Section 1.3) about the popularity of adaptive AI in
games, we examined correlations between different levels of adaptability towards a
human player and popularity of the games.

For this stage of analysis we consider four levels of adaptability of video games:

• None: a game does not provide any NPC adaptation to the human player.
Also, NPCs cannot be considered as highly reactive.
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• Low: a game does not provide NPC inter-behavior adaptation, but it uses
information gained from the game environment and player’s actions to adjust
some smaller parts of behavior (Intra-behavior adaptation). Note: games that
provide the same type of adaptation but not using any information gained
from the player are not included in this set.

• Medium: a game set includes games of Low Inter-behavior adaptation class
(Highly reactive games are included).

• High: a game set includes games of High Inter-behavior adaptation class.

The results of the analysis of average scores and sales are shown in the Table
4.28.

Game category Number of
entries

Average
score

Score
deviation

Average
sales, m

Sales
deviation

None 13 88,2 5,00 4,72 3,65
Low 12 78,4 16,16 2,70 1,97

Medium 12 85,3 7,18 4,21 2,53
High 6 84,5 4,72 1,23 2,39

Table 4.28: Average scores and sales of games with different levels of adaptability.

Figure 4.8: Scatter plot of total sales against Metacritic scores, for the different
levels of adaptability in video games. In the current study sample, there is a
moderate positive correlation for two level groups: “None” (n=13, p=0,421) and
“Low” (n=12, p=0,656), but not for “Medium”(n=12, p=0,147) or “High” (n=76,
p=0,0335). The blue and orange lines show the linear models for the “None” and
“Low” categories, respectively. See also Table 4.28.
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Set of games with Low adaptability has the lowest average score among all
the sets, but it also has a higher dispersion of score values since set includes three
outlier cases of relatively low scores. The highest average score with low deviation
is observed for the None-class of adaptability. In spite of one case of a score lower
than 80, all the games gained higher than 85. Worth noticing, that around 50 %
of the games in this set are popular game series, which gives them an advantage.
Nevertheless, games with Medium and High adaptability has got competitive scores
with 85,3 for Medium and 84,5 for High, but a higher deviation of Medium set
scores (outlier appeared in the set).

Similar situation is observed in the Sales analysis. Games with Low adaptability
have low sales and sales deviation. Despite a few outliers, total sales of games
included in the set are on the average level. Games from None set, regardless of
high sales deviation, has also got the highest sales rates due to a few cases of the
very high popularity of setting. Regarding Medium and High sets, the latter has got
the lowest sales rates and low sales deviation showing much less popularity than
Medium set.

As it can be seen from the Figure 4.8, only games without any adaptation
(“None”) or low level (“Low”) of it have a moderate positive correlation. “Medium”
level demonstrates very weak positive correlation, while “High” has the weakest
negative relation, close to zero, between scores and sales rates.

4.7.2 Discussion

In the analysis of the popularity of video games with advanced artificial intelligence
systems, we observed a moderate positive correlation between Metacritic score and
sales rates for games that have basic and advanced AI systems. However, less ad-
vanced, but critically acclaimed AI systems have got the same average scores as
Advanced AI group excluding outliers. Nevertheless, games with advanced AI av-
erage sales have the lowest values. The average score of games with basic AI is
competitive with advanced AI, but sales are higher.

The analysis of the popularity of adaptive video games showed higher values
of average scores and sales for games implementing adaptation of behavior pattern
than the values for only partial behavior adaptation. However, in the deeper analysis
of different levels of adaptation, we observed higher scores and sales values for the
games with no adaptation. Highly adaptive games have got lower values, but the
lowest was observed for the low adaptability. Also, a moderate positive correlation
between Metacritic scores and total sales was observed only for games with the low
level of adaptation and without any visible adaptation.

While observing and interpreting the results of the popularity analysis, it should
be taken into account that some non-adaptive games belong to famous game series
(e.g. Witcher, Fallout, Batman, Dark Souls), so they get high scores and high sales
rates regardless complexity of the AI. Also, most of the games with advanced and
outstanding AI implementations are experimental indie-games, so their sales are not
influenced by advertisement campaign, but they have competitively high scores.

Given all the revealed relationship between adaptability and scores/sales, we
concluded that advanced and adaptive AI systems are welcomed by critics and
highly promising field for future development in video games. However, most of the
complex AI systems are experimental, so the products are not always widely spread
by famous publishers and do not get deserved attention from big companies.
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5 Conclusions and Future Work

This section is dedicated to a summary of this master thesis, describing what has
been done and what result were obtained during the work. Also, possibilities for
future work in the part of the field of game development covered in this thesis are
described in the following sections.

5.1 Conclusions

In this study, we observed existing research in artificial intelligence in video games
and state-of-art of game AI systems in order to address RQ1. Based on these ob-
servations, we developed the classification of game artificial intelligence systems
regarding their complexity and adaptability and examined the relationship between
the popularity of video games and their gameplay complexity (addressing RQ2).

The features defined for AI agents in general and specific game AI agents al-
lowed us to compare games in terms of complexity and adaptability and then divide
them into classes and subclasses grouping games with similar features. The fea-
tures were divided into two major groups: (1) basics of game AI and (2) Adaptive
features. (1) were used to define the basic complexity of game AI systems and their
ability to act intelligently. Sources and types of adaptation (2) in video games gained
closer attention as the primary goal of the study. We defined two main sources and
three superclasses of adaptation, which further were divided into subclasses.

Grouping of the games according to developed classification revealed that 67%
of games were adaptable to human player’s actions on different levels of adaptation
complexity, and only around 33% could be considered neither adaptable nor highly
reactive.

This classification can be further extended to cover more possibilities of video
game adaptive AI systems.

This classification and game analysis were further used for examination of re-
lations between popularity and game AI complexity/adaptivity in order to confirm
or reject our two hypotheses. The dependency of popularity on AI complexity per-
formed close to our expectations: advanced AI got average scores competitive with
basic AI (excluding a few outliers), but games with simple AI showed higher sales
rates. Nevertheless, the highest rates and average scores were found for basic AI,
and less high but competitive scores were found for highly reactive AI, which is
more complex than basic, but not enough advanced. Regardless of these results,
only basic and advanced AI games had a positive correlation between sales rates
and scores.

Specific examination of adaptive AI popularity revealed high scores for adaptive
AI, but a few outliers with extremely low scores appeared in the set; the sales rates
were significantly lower compared to non-adaptive AI games sales. Based on pre-
vious observations and conclusions, the popularity of levels of adaptability behaved
close to adjusted expectation.

Games without adaptation got higher sales rates compared to games with dif-
ferent levels of adaptation. They also demonstrated higher scores, but games with
medium and high levels of adaptability gained competitive values. Regarding lev-
els of complexity themselves, games with medium and high adaptation were re-
vealed to be more popular among both players and critics compared to games with
Low adaptation (except for sales rates of the High group). However, only low-level
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adaptation games and non-adaptive games showed a moderate positive correlation
between Metacritic scores and Total sales.

Therefore, based on the data analysis conducted in this thesis, neither H1 or H2
can be confirmed. However further research (with additional and/or more accurate
data sources) would be required before rejecting them. Discussing the results of
the analysis, we took into account that gained games data was biased since the
information was taken from third-party sources in most cases. Official reports from
game development companies, authors of games selected for the analysis, would
provide more objective data and therefore more precise analysis and judgment about
game AI complexity and game popularity.

5.2 Future work

The goal of this study was to draw attention to the possibilities and perspectives
of artificial intelligence in games. Game AI has got a vast and comprehensive de-
velopment since it has started to be used in games, but, as we have discovered
during literature and state-of-art observation, many possible aspects of artificial in-
telligence and adaptation towards human player have to be reviewed with further
development and integration into game design. The contribution we hope this study
to achieve is defining those aspects and their current usage in modern games, and
also, the efficiency and profitability of advanced game AI usage.

The study revealed that profitability of highly adaptive games is relatively worse
than less or non-adaptive AI, however, adaptive games have got high scores and ex-
cellent critic reviews regarding their AI systems. Given that most of such games
are experimental and, in addition, developed and published by indie-developers,
low sales rates are expected since these products do not get desirable spreading.
Thereby, advanced AI meets expectations regarding engaging players by challeng-
ing mechanics and deserves further research.

This study was mostly focused on AI control systems of hostile non-player char-
acters. However, with some modifications, the approach can be applied to other
types of reactive NPCs such as player’s in-game virtual companions, that can be
seen in numerous games and also require advanced artificial intelligence systems.

Also, the techniques reviewed and discovered and also a classification with some
modifications can be used in other artificial intelligence related fields. For example,
adaptable game AI was studied for adaptive educational games that can personalize
learning experience of the player [78].

Based on the current research, we expect recommendations for game design-
ers and developers to be developed in the future. These recommendations would
point to promising techniques and approaches developed by researchers for usage
in games, AI techniques and game mechanics that can be adopted to develop AI
system adaptive to a human player.
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